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VIEWPOINT 
EXPRESS YOURSELF IN EDGE - WRITE TO: I.ETTERS, EDGf, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH, BA 1 2BW (omail: .. _. • m • ., 

O have been an avid Ed,e 
reader since the first issue. 

and have always held high regard 
for the integrity of your reviewers. 
This was, however. drastically 
shaken on reading the review of 
Gran Turismo which, I feel, suffers 
from four fatal flaws: 
1. It is based on an unseen product: 
identified problems are forgiven 
with SCEE assertions that they will 
be fixed, implying the PAL lIersion of 
this game has not been completed 
and was not what was being 
reviewed; the substantial manual 
has yet to be translated into English; 
and the current atrocious music 
replaced. 
1. It lacked research: 'Racing tides 
have remained fundamentally the 
same for the last 20 years'. This 
beggars belief - racing games have 
progressed immeasurably in the last 
20 years from Night Driver (1980) 

featuring large white blobs to mark 
the side of the track, to today's fully 
textured landscapes and cars. The 
only thing not to change is that they 
are racing games. 
3. It made excuses for the product: 
the small number of cars is a result 
of the PlayStation'slimitations? You 
contradict your own argument in 
the opening editorial, 'technology is 
only as good as those who are 
commanding it'. A game is 
necessarily limited by the 
technology it runs on. It is up to the 
game's development team to 
exploit the features to their fullest. 
4. It didn't answer the fundamental 
question: how does this redefine 
the concept of racing games? 

I cannot fathom how this review 
was published. I have played the 
Japanese version of this game and 
though it looks stunning on replay 
mode, it suffers from considerable 
slowdown during play. The game is 
certainly excellent but does not 
justify a 'ten out of ten'. 

~rk Roberts, 
Hampshire 

The version of Gran Turismo 

reviewed in E55 is the Japanese 
release and "t no time does the 

. r~iew suggest othelWise. As an 

'avid Edge reader' this should not 
come as a shock to you. The PAL 
improvements were mentioned in 
order to inform readers who might 
prefer to wait for the game's official 
May release and not. as your letter 
implies, as a way of justifying the 
mark. 

Concerning your second point, 
racing games hove remained 
fundamentally the same · it's still a 
case of getting from start to finish in 
the shortest amount of time, 
regardless of how pretty the 
graphics have become. Your own 
declaration, 'The only thing not to 
change is that they are racing 
games', upholds Edge's argument 
admirably. 

Furthermore, there is nothing 
contradictory in Edge's editorial and 
the review's comments regarding 
the PlayStation's technological 
limitations. GT only features six cars 
because the team has pushed 
Sony's machine as far as it can 
currently go. As for your fourth 
point, you may wish to have 
another go at reading the review. 

lastly, aher more than 100 
hours' play, Edge witnessed only 
two occurrences of slowdown, and 
neither proved significant enough to 
affect gameplay. Incidentally, Night 

Driver was released in 1976. 

m ever has there been an issue 
LL.I of Edp which has favoured a 
Single machine as much as E5S, 
where the magazine seems to have 
rekindled its relationship with the 
PlayStarion. Either Sony payed the 
printing costs or enough ptayStation 
owners wrote in complaining about 
Edge's continuous yet justified 
praising of recent N64 games, most 
notably Rare's classic GoldenEye. 

From the cover onwards, each 
section of the magazine had refer· 
ences to the greatness of the Play· 
Station, combined with slight gibes 
towards the N64, from the Sony 
merchandise competition through 
to Ec:tge's apprehension regarding 
Zeldo 64 and its doubt over Ninten
do's software quality reputation in 
the game on section. All of this 
culminates in the grand finale: the 
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two main reviews of Gran Turismo 

and Yoshi's Story. with the former 
being hyped up even more than 
Mario 64. (At least that will keep 
PiayStation owners happy with the 
magazine.) The latter is totally dis
regarded, with Edp even going as 
far as implying this is the downfall 
of Nintendo's Class A output. 

The target audience for Yoshi's 

Story is not 20- to 30-year-old 
games players such as those on 
your review panel. It's actually 
humorous observing how Edp has 
attempted to create a serious 
review for a game obviously aimed 
at younger children. The rating of 
the game has taken into account 
only its impact on the older games 
player, not the younger one who is 
more likely to purchase the game. 
Gran Turismo, on the other hand, is 
aimed at an audience whose age 
range lies doser to that of the 
magazine's review panel. 

Instead of favouring one system 
from one issue to another, Edle 
should concentrate on giving its 
readers an informative perspective 
of the games market without pre-
senting the inconsistent bias previ· 
ous issues have tended to show. 

Md_Gll.., 
Henley--on-Thames 

The reason for the differing 
amounts of coverage from one 
issue to another is simply a 
reflection of the what is important 
at the time. E54's 'bias' was toward 
the N64 due to the various 
announcements made at Space 
World, while E55 was driven by an 
(unabashed) interest in the 
PlayStation created by the superb 
Gran Turismo. As for the Yoshi's 
Story testscreen, Edge's view 
remains the same; that Nintendo 
games have always had a child·like 
quality to them, but in the past that 
has been underpinned with a 
intricate and rewarding structure. 
Yoshi's Story simply failed to live up 
to its progenitors high"5tandards. 

r::I ould you describe just what is 
L:I involved in performing 
common roles within the games 

industry. Some titles that deny a 
dear understanding are 'games 
producer' and 'games designer'. 

I'm curious of what would be 
expected of me if I were to apply for 
a job as - for instance - a games 
designer. Would I have to provide a 
complete specification of my design 
concept for the entire game from 
the bottom up, induding complex 
level maps and charader design? 
Alternatively, would a basic concept 
be enough to start on a co
operative effort to design the rest of 
the game with the rest of the 
development team? And what of 
the producer? Is this post reserved 
only for pen pushing managers with 
grey suits, no souls and a sta
pressed pair of plus fours and an 18 
handicap? Or is it a challenging and 
interesting role that any responsible 
games enthusiast could turn their 
hand to. 

I've got a head full of game 
ideas· most of which I have 
developed into reasonably concise 
and unambiluous overviews, but I 
have no idea how to present this 
information to a potential employer. 
Your magazine is the only 
publication easily available that 
provides an insight into the games 
industry, for which I am 
appreciative. Please take the time to 
consider my request as 1'm sure I'm 
not the only person who feels they 
could play a positive role in the 
games industry, rather than just 
being a consumer for the rest of 
their lives. 

Mark C.mpbel~ 
via .mail 

Concepts for games should be 
structured very much as movie 
scripts, with as much detail as you 
can provide, from character to level 
design. If you are considering 
approaching a particular company, 
then it may be worth contacting it in 
order to find out exactly what is 
required. Producers are often 
fanatically passionate about their 
work. and would doubtless balk at 
the idea of anyone enthusiastically 
'turning their hand' anywhere near 
their projects . 
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r:'I eing a lifelong Nintendo 
L:.I loyalist it is worrying to me to 
see Nintendo'$ 64-bit hardware 
laning behind the PlayStation - in 
sales terms at least. More worrying 

is the apparent drought of decent 
third party software, something 
which has never plagued the 32-bit 
consoles. Why is it that the majority 
of third party developers are - with 
the exception of Rare, konami and 
Acclaim - lacking that 'something' 
which has made the PlayStation 011 

huge success despite SCEFs 
internal development teams not 
matching with the skill of NCl'51 

18 months after the release of 
the Nintendo 64 only three 
developers have produced the kind 
of games which were being 
released so soon after the birth of 
the 32-bit systems. Shigeru 
Miyamoto can atways be relied 
upon to aeate 011 killer app. but it is 
developers like capcom and NameD 
which can truly lift the N64's 
disappointing sales figures with 
their arcade perfect beat 'em ups · 
which garners go aazy for and 
which the N64 is blatantly lacking. 

I believe Nintendo needs to 
dramatically improve its dream 
team if it wants to catch up with 
Sony, especially in Japan where 
although Zelda will appease the 
Final Fantasy lovers, the T8Jcrn 
freaks will be left in the cold. 

Hindsight shows that the 
PlayStation and Saturn killer apps 
have been remarkably thin on the 
ground. Edge has given relatively 
equal amounts of 'nine' scores to all 
three consoles, although the lack a 
fighting game of Tekken's standard 
is definitely hindering the N64's 
success. The paucity of N64 third
party development skill is 
comparable to the early days of the 
PlayStation, and Edge believes that 
1998 will see a dramatic rise in the 
quality of N64 releases. 

rr.Y! ith regard to the testscreen of 
W Quake 2 in E53. There was 
zero mention of any multi player 

play, which was the strongest 
feature of the original. How could 
you publish a review that misses 
out on such a crucial and important 
part of a game? I understand from 
reading other magazines that some 
have put forward reviews of the 
game on the strength of one day's 
reviewing in Activision UK's office, in 
order to produce a timely review for 
publication, and hence didn't have 
the chance to test the game's 
intemet capabilities. I am 
disappointed that Edp has a~ 
apparently followed this route 
instead of producing a balanced 
review. 

ChemAnn. 
viol email 

Edge would never degrade an 
important release such as Quake 2 
with a review written after a single 
day's play. However, there simply 
wasn't the facility to review the 
multi-player aspects of the game at 
the time. That it scored nine without 
even needing to use such facets is 
surety an indication of the quality of 
the game. Overall it was agreed that 
the importance of reviewing Quake 
2 in good time outweighed other 
factors. 

C1 mng been a keen Edp 
follower from the start, and 

thought I would offer some 
feedback and ask some questions ... 

The Numedia section has lost its 
way. I think the music reviews suck 
• the'(re just very out of place and 
the music is very specialist. to the 
point of being obscure. Do you have 
someone in the team who is really 
into music and pushes this area 
forward7 The books are closer but 
that medium is hardly 'the future of 
interactive entertainment'. However, 
Netview, retroview and develop are 
great · please expand! 

I think the testsaeen section 
needs a different scoring 

. mechanism. It is true that between 
1 to 10 there is scope for a lot of 
different scores, but when you look 
at the scores that come in they are 
invariably between 6 to 9. Why not 
start using scores out of 100, maybe 
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keeping to increments of 5? 
Similarly, why not use 'best of 
breed' in the reviews, meaning you 
point out similar games to the one 
being reviewed and the score that 
was given. 

The cover CO is very good. The 
videos of the games make the 
reviews so much more relevant 
Why not make it on every issue and 
inaease the cover price - SOp extra 
would be acceptable to me. 

Nell Aubin. 
vi.I em_I! 

Surely cutting edge electronic music 
is vitally relevant to the modem 
games industry, as the intermingling 
of the two draws ever closer? The 
purpose of numedia is to add depth 
to Edge's coverage of the games 
scene, and is definitely more 
valuable in those terms than a 
further three pages of screen shots. 
As for review scores, can you 
imagine the outrage that would 
ensue if INine Welsh's latest novel 
was rated out of ten? A game is a 
far more emotional experience than, 
say, a dishwasher, and perhaps the 
time has come for scores to be 
removed altogether. 

O oaking at what Nintendo is up 
to at the moment (E54), it 

seems that they are spending more 
of their time and money developing 
stupid things for their 6400, rather 
than getting on with current and 
new in-house games for the N64. 
The 6400 looks great to a certain 
extent but I think that Nintendo has 
gone way over the top. The only 
positive aspect about the device is 
being able to edit games, which will 
obviously come at a Nintendo's 
usual high price. 

The N64 is flopping in its home 
territory due to the lack of new 
games. Here in the UK the N64 is 
growing in popularity but many 
think twice when it comes to £60 
for games that are mostly average . 
The N64 is a 'kiddies' console with 
games such as Diddy Kong Radng, 

and the lack of serious games is 
putting people off. 

The 6400 will probably be 

swamped with kiddie-style games 
featuring Mario and friends - not 
forgetting Talent and Polygon 

Maker. Add-ons don't work (ask 
Sega), so developers won't want to 
gamble. I just don't think the 640D 
will do the business, although it will 
doubtless have some quality titles. 

To round things off, Nintendo 
will soon be competing against 
Sega and Sony's new machines, 
something developers will already 
be bearing in mind. 

c.ry Osbome, 
Middlesborouch 

Edge is tiring of having to refer 
correspondents to N64 titles that 
are clearly not 'kiddies' games, such 
as Blast Corps, ColdenEye, Turok 

and Wave Race. The debate is 
reminiscent of the 'my machine's 
better than yours' arguments that 
plagued the 16-bit era, and as such, 
the matter is now closed. 

With regard to the 64DO, as 
stated in E54, Edge feels that the 
device is not being primarily 
designed as a means to enhance 
the N64's games. looking at the 
Maker series of titles, it would 
appear that the 6400 is targeted at 
a similar market to the Pokemon 
games. Sadly, a release in the PAL 
markets seems increasingly unlikely. 

D must take you to task over a 
line in the your article on Virus 

2000. Zarch (aka Virus) was indeed 
presented on the Acorn Archimedes. 
However, you do the Acorn 
machine a terrible injustice - it was 
a 32·bit machine from the outset, 
not 16-bit as you stated. 
Although the Atchimedes was 
indeed 'unfavoured', this was 
mainly due to bad marketing on the 
part of Acorn (here in NZ at least), 
and not a limitation on the part of 
the machine itself. 

Doucl_s 
vi_ em_iI 

Saying the Archimedes was poorly 
marketed is akin stating that Sega's 
32X was misjudged. However on 
this rare occasion, Edge stands 
corrected . 
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~ SETS THE TONE FOR 198 

Konaml's full hydraulic ubinet (last utlHsed for 
Speed King) made G11 Club 11 stomach-tuminc 
experience - ,...rtlcularty on Its 'hard' settinC 
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nme (rlsll2 fe.tures novel twin 
screen, two plilyer c.mepl.y, 
.nd wu .monc the best at ATEI 

O anuary 1998 saw loodoo's Earl's. Court 1 play host to this 
year's Amusement Trade Exhibition International (ATEI). 

'Nhile many expected the industry's big guns to hOld fire until 
the shOw"s Japanese counterpart, AOU - scheduled for the 
follOWIng mooth - the surpnse appearance of several key titles 
proved otherwise Significant releases from Sega, Konami and 
Nameo, plus welcome entries to the fray from 'lesser' 
companies, made attending the exhibition a worth'Nhile 
excurSIOn for arcade operators - as well as Edge 

After several years of sustained gro.vth, ATEI is ooe of the 
world's largest amusement industry shows, With January's 
boasting around 400 exhibitors - although thiS is partially due to 
the International caSino Exhibition's InclUSion. In the interests 
of good reporting, Edge braved the long escalator ride to ICE, 
only to find colossal Sega and Konaml horse betting games 
nestled among the well-dressed (and well-monied) attendees. 
Strangely, Namco's horse-racing game, Final Furlong, was 
nowhere to be seen .. 

Back among the mere mortals on the ground floor, several 
of 1998's triple-A titles were being play-tested to the limit by 
hordes of suited gentlemen. Of particular interest were Sega 
and Nameo's stands, where Get Bass, Sega Rally 2 and LA 
Riders from the former, and Time Crisis 2, Ehrgeiz and 
Motocross Go! from the latter drew crowds as only arcade 
games set on free play can. And these were Just the tnple-A 
titles; bOth had other interestIng offerings. The second Time 

Crisis game retains the original's novel footpedal for reloading, 

While not quite . s enjoy.ble u the muttlplilyer version, 
the indlvidu.1 ubinet of Set.'s Harley Da'lldson. LA 
Riders bo.sted • f.ntutie Interf.ee 

embellishing an already successful recipe With spicy twoplayer 
action. Rather than share a display, sharp-shooters are treated 
to individual monitors, allowing the other player's character to 
appear on screen. Namco's other units, Including Rap«1 River 
and a new mountain biking game named DownhIll Racers, 
didn't live up to the promise of their bespoke interfaces, Both, 
however, exhausted the player to the same degree as their 
aforementioned stablemate, Fmal Furlong - 'Nhlch, ironically, 
proved a far mor-e enjoyable experience than either. 

Ehrgeiz, developed in Japan by the diVIsion of Squaresoft 
responsible for the Tobal series, far exceeded expectations 
WIth Its muttr-layered environments, solid ammatlOn and 

SEGA Arm tMMCO HAD GET MSS. 
SEGA RALLY 2. LA 1IIlERS. SfRGBZ 
AND JJl!E CRlSfS 2. ~ 
CROWDS AS ONl.Y ARCADE GAMES 
SET ON FREE PlAY CAN 

intUitive gameplay. PlayStatlon owners Will be in for a treat 
when this game is eventually converted to the console, but 
until sueh time Edge heartily recommends a visit to the local 
puffy }Betet centre. Namco also had its QIM1 version of SNK's 
NeOPnnt device on show, allowing those wtlo feel the need for 
such things to have their picture taken and printed out onto a 
variety of stickers. sega and Its newly acquired subsidiary Data 
East had a more adventurous Iteration of the concept, which 
creates a rubber stamp rather than a sticker, Parents 
everyv.ihere are going to have a rather more tangible reason to 
dislike arcades once their kids get hOld of these 

Sega's more mainstream creations shOwed a creditable 
variety, not least Get Bass, the Model 3 fishing game that drew .,. 

Both of the show's biC driving titles, Kon.mi's Radng Jam .nd Sego Rolly 2 f.lled to hold EdCe's attention to the 
decree expected. Seg. dlspl.yed its c.me on the orieln.1 development test riC - mueh to delec.tes' dellpt 

• 
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<Ill admiration from all whO played. With fluid anunation (pUn 
intended) and force feedback in the control 'rod', sega's game 
ditches the turgid waiting-in-the·rain aspect of the sport and 
allows players to enJOY me thrill of actually catching a fish, Of 
equal note was LA Riders, at least in its multi player mooe, 
which has participants grappling with chopper handlebars as 
they race to various random target points. The game's totally 
open environments are perfectly suited to the concept, with 
those \0\1110 played availing themselves of just aoout every illegal 
shortcut imaginable across LA. visuals are superb, with the 
improved Model 3 chipset providing the horsepower - a 
reported 1.66 times faster than before. 

Sharing this speed-bOosted board was sega Rally 2, as 
featured in E56. Thougtl the game Itself was far from complete, 
the handling model was sublime - almost too realistiC, although 
the overall velocities of the vehicles seemed low. Edge met up 
WIth producer Tetsuya Mlzaguchi, v.t10 revealed over coffee 
that his team had decided to slow Rally 2 down, as most arcade 
goers simply couldn't cope with the handling at speed. After 
several plays, Edge was Inclined to agree, disregarding the 
voice of certain 'hardcore' elements. Sega's other driving titles 
made a more muted appearance 00 the stand of Deith Leisure, 
the Japanese company's UK distributor. MotoRaid, a Model 2 
motorbike game best described as Road RaSh crossed with 
Wipeout, and the Mooel3-driven Le Mans 24, were simply not 
up to sega's usual standards. 

Konami's stand didn't fare much better than Deith's in the 
Quest for top-line releases, as the long-awaited Racing Jam 
somehow failed to live up to expectations. perflaps the tidal 
wave of hype had a numbing effect - the game left Edge a little 
cold, although the open plan 'Gymkhana' tracks gave players 
the chance to experiment WIth the handbrake cootrol. AIlOther 
contributing factor may have been the lacklustre peformance 

SEGA RAU Y 2'S PRODUCER 
REVEALED THAT HIS TEAM HAD 
DECIDED TO SLOW RALLY 2 DOWN. 
AS MANY GAMERS COULDN'T CO?E 
WITH THE HANDUNG AT SPEED 

Interfaces don't come much more novel than this. 
SeCa's Cd Bass proved Intuitive to play, backed up 
with some of the best Model J visuals yet SHII 

of Konami's Cobra chipset, v.t1ich the company insists is 
capable of delivering around frve millioo polygons per second 
(and v.t1lch has also been trumpeted as a Model 3 beater). 
Racing Jam didn't look as If it was punting that many polys 
about, so Edge can only assume that the title has been laZily 
upgraded 'rom its prevtous hOst, the sub-Model 2 HOfnet 
board. The other Cobra based title, Fighting Bujitsu, proved 
highly reminiscent of Virtua Fighter 3, but was none the worse 
fOf that. Indeed, BUjlCSU was a mOfe convincing demoostration 
of Cobra's abilities than Racing Jam. Konami's other offering 
had a fraction of the visual mastery of its sister cabinets, but 
many times the innovation. tJeatmania's twin recOfd deck 

lporin.: the 'Alc.lltru' spedal edition of Son F,andsco Rush, this Is AlIiri Games' follow-up CtdHomID Speed_ 
AlthOUgh It features licensed can. and has the beneflt of belnc a second-,eneration title, Speed was uniMpressive 

Cutting Edge Cuttings 

• 
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SeC •• nd N.mco followed SNK'I 
chlld-llzed foobteps with their 
own verslonl of the NeoPrtnt 

interface disguised a game that Shares its structure wittl the 
Grandmaster Flash of the rhythm·action genre, Pa Rappa the 
Rapper. sadly, it failed to put many delegates in a spin. 

Skirting the heavyvveight champions were a few notable 
and not·so-notable contenders. Jaleco's Model 2 racer OrterRev 
was distinctly oId·tech in all the worst wfJolS - handling. concept 
and visuals - as was SNK's Hyper Nee Gee 64 off·reading title, 
Road's Edge. Galeco's Radikal Bikers, an offbeat piua·delrvery 
game, was far more palatable, With the player controlling a 
madcap moped through crowded streets. The game's neat 
handlebar interface, which could be slammed dO'M1 to make 
the character perform jumps and wheelies, added to an already 
Involving expenence. sadly, the firm's snowboarding game Surf 
Planet failed to equal Radikal in both enjoyment and controt 
system, being restricted to a dismalleft·right joystick. Equally 
lacking was California Speed, Atari's sequel to San Francisco 
Rush - which is also PC based, while the system 3-developed 
Btoodlust was nowhere to be seen. 

The full Impact of tile PC has yet to be felt by tt1e arcade 
scene, althOUgtI rts relative low cost is bound to win friends 
among profit·per·unit obsessed operators. Certainly, with the 
newly formed Acclaim Arcade division Offering processors for 
just a few hundred pounds each, running 3Dfx powered titles 
such as Wipeout XL that can be loaded from CD (developed 
under Intel's Open Arcade Architecture prOject), tile take-up 
Should be SWift. Armageddon, Acclaim's other trtle, ran on a 
bespoke RISC-based board and was ()1e of ATEI's best kept 
secrets. The game's eclectic, trackball spinning actlO/l 
reminded Edge of classic Atari titles - and recommendations 
don't come much higher than that. 

OVerall tIlen, this year's exhibition selVed to reassure 
Europe that perhaps the .lapanese giants hold tt in hlgtler 
esteem than everyone tIlougtlt. Games such as Time Crisis 2, 
sega Rally 2, and even RaCing Jam have only recently been 
released in their home terntory, confirming that the coin-op 
market at least has reached a state of international equality. 
And whatever niggles Edge may have, the overall standard of 
arcade titles continues to rise. Wtth VmualOn 2 yet to come, 
1998 could prove a vintage year for a coin-ops - perhaps tile 
last to showCase tile dominance of specialist PCBs £ 
before the upstart OAA finds its feet. 
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O he follow-up to NEC and 
Videologlc'S PCX2 chlpset has 

been unveiled. Second Generation 
PowerVR is at least twice as powerful as 
the companies' current technology. 

The new processor can deliver 
around double the number of forward
facing polygons per second achieved by 

the PCX2. Its fill-rate is nearly five bmes 
better, 'Nhile dock speed IS up by 50 per 
cent. On paper, this compares well to 
3Dfx's Voodoo 2 chip, 'Nhich is expected 
to deliver over a million polygons per 
second in game, with a fill rate of 90 
million z-buffered, textured and treated 
pixels per second. DeSign differences 
prevent direct comparison. 

Five chips based on the Second 
Generation PoWervR proceSSOf are 
expected over the next 18 months. The 
first will be a combined 2013D chip that 
will be deployed Inside PCs and thlrd
part add·in boards from June. These are 
likely to be teamed With 4MB of DRAM, 
though Videologic expects 8MB to be 
the more widely adopted coofiguratioo 
long-term. The technology will later be 
included in an integrated arcade 
solution, a games console and two 
furttler PC chips. Dne of these will be a 
3D-only processor. Edge suspects the 
other wO! target the ArcadePC platfOfm. 

Second Generation PowervR follows 
the template set by the original 
PowerVR processors. It is display-list 
based, so each pixel is processed just 

once, wtIi1e deferred texturing means 
textunng and Shading is applied only to 
visible textures. Videologic has long 
claimed that this makes performance 
independent of scene complexity. 

'The Chips will surpass the 
competition in quality and 
performance,' says a confident Trevor 
Win& VideologIC'S vice-president of 
Marketing. Firstly, he says, Videologic 
has added a floating point geometry and 
texture setup engine. USing a 32-bit 
floating point format means there's no 
need to convert the results of 
calculations done by the CPU before 
paSSing them to the graphics chipset. 
'On the first generation PowerVR we 
had to do a format conversion every 
time, which is why we didn't run well on 
IO'W-end machines: says Wing. 

32-blt floating POint accuracy also 
holds true for the on-chip z-tJuffer. 
According to Win& this helps smooth 
the progression of distant on-screen 
objects as they move towards the front 

of the screen. With a 32-bit z-buffer, 
there are millions of positions into 
wtIich approaching Objects can be 
slotted as oppoSed to just 56,00:> with a 
16-bit z-buffer. This stops jerkiness as 
they go from one best-fit slot to 
another. Uke the Original chip, Second 
GeneratlQl1 PowervR splits the screen 
Into tileS and deals WIth each in turn (an 
approach that's been adopted by 
Microsoft in Direct)( 6). With hardware 
tite acceleration though, the graphics 
processor decides 'Nhich tile to place a 
polygon into, again minimising the load 
on the CPU. Another new teChnique 
'Nhlch reduces the CPU load is 
hardware translucency sorting. 'VIhen 
you see a scene with lots of 
translucency, the frame-rate drops: 
says Wing. With PowerVR, It doeSfl't.· 

Finally, the processor does 10:1 
texture compression. Even with the 
AGP, texture compression is important, 
since main memory is still precious and 
thought AGP is fast, transferring -..,_ ... .... 
....... se .. _ .... ... .. ...,,-,-~-_--. .. _1iiiWliJj .-"'--a..-..... ........ _ .... M_ ..... 
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textures still takes time. second 
Generation PowervR uses 2X AGP with 
sidetJand addressing - the Direct 
Execute mode that enables the graphics 
chip to request textures from main 
memory even as it receives them. The 
PCI bus is also supported. 

The original PowervR processor 
struggled against 3Dfx on texture
mapping and special effects. Things look 
better this time. VideologlC claims 
Second Generation PcrwerVR's Iri-linear 
filtering is as quick as its bi-linear. 
Anisotropic filtering is also included. 
This is best employed 'Nhere traditional 
perspective correction would warp 
textures - such as billboards carfYlng 
text on racing game sidetracks. 
Anisotropic filtering does hit 
performance, so developers should use 
it only sparingly. 

Another key development is second 
Generation PowervR's unified frame 
buffer and texture memory. 'You can do 
video texturing, texture layerln& all 

sorts of nice things: says Wing. 
Videologic further claims Second 

Generation PowervR is the first 3D 
consumer processor to offer full-scene 
anti-aliasing through supersampling. 
The game engine can render a scene at, 
58:0/,1024 x 768, then deliver it anti· 
ahased to the screen at 640 x 480. The 
result is very crisp image. Other tweaks 
include specular highlighting and 
perspective correct ARGB Gourard 
Shading. Some complained that 
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AItItouP only. -... 
supposedly nmnlne at lioN-speed. 
the AraodePC showed potential 

PowerVR colours were fiat. wing says 
ARGB shading will redress this: 'Our 
shading was based on intensity, not 
RGB colours.' SOftware support Is still 
vital- 3Ofx's voodoo ctllpset could 
perform ARGB Gourard shading. but 
some games still used intensity shading. 

Videologic'S main rivals, it says, are 
3Dfx's voodoo 2, the Intel74Q and, 
strangely, nVidia's Riva 128 (the next 
Riva is more likely to prove a threat than 
this capable but hardly second· 
generation chipset). wing believes 
Videologic is fighting 3Dfx for the public 
mindset, and the latter two for volume. 
It's true that 30fx is trading on Its name 
to create an air of exclusivity for its 
Voodoo 2 technology, but although 
Voodoo 2 is sure to be powerful. It'S 
almost certainly be the most cosW 
option. So it's unlikely to make it into 
standard pcs.By contrast, Intel and 
nVidia are volume competitors: We're 
going to fight for the socket on the 
motherbOard against these guys.' 

Much hangs on Microsoft's 
perfonnance with DirectX 6. Videologic 
is concentrating on making sure its Chip 
looks good in comparison WIth others 
under Direct 3D. But 3Dfx is defiantly 
pushing its GLIDE API as a separate, 
distinct platform. As Wing warns, £ 
'the API wars aren't over yet.' 

D ntel has finally lifted the veil of secrecy surrounding the Intel740 graphics 
processor. The ChiP, formally knCNm by the codename Auburn, will be a 2D/3D 

solution designed for the mainstream market. It will become available in graphics 
cards and new PCs from April. 

The Intel74Q Is an AGP card and will only work with Pentium 11 processors. Intel 
has yet to Quote the raw performance figures which other manufacturers use to 
promote their technologies, but a clue comes from Terra, a specially written demo. 
Terra features several animated dolphins, and runs at about 40 frames per second. 
Intel estimates that between 5,0Xl and 2O,0Xl potygons are on the screen at once, 
which would mdicate the processor can handle between 200 to 800 thousand 
polygons per second. 

'It's going to be better than the processors on the market today and as good as 
those coming OntO the market in 1998: claims Graham Palmer, Intel's Product 
Marketing Manager for Chlpsets and Graphics. He says the Intel740 derives mUCh of 
its power from its so·called HyperPipelined design. This enables the queueing and 
parallel processing of several graphics commands at once. 

As discussed elsewhere, Intel is targeting the mainstream mass-market. AS SUCh, 
the Intel740 will come in many different configurations, slJCh as 2, 4 and 8MB local 
video RAM versions, depending on the manufacturer's pricepomts. Intel certainly has 
the ability to set a lower price for the Intel74Q in the future, Since It'S using recently 
vacated Pentium fabncatlon plants to make the chips. If nothmg else, the company 
must be hOPIng that the Intel74Q will make the sort of impression which the £ 
MMX Instruction set a year ago. 

These shob from the Intelno 
accelerated version of .ap's 
Incoming suuest the processor 
will be a force to be reckoned with 

0 ••• IIU • • c"p_ caa', -_ .. _-

CreatIve Llbs believes that the 
voodoo 2 Is the most powerful 
next-pn ".phlcs processor 

2 
r:II wo leading hardware 
.. manufacturers, Diamond 
Multimedia and Creative Labs, have 
announced 3D-only accelerators based 
on 3Dfx's Voodoo 2. 

Creative Labs' 3D Blaster Voodoo 2 
will go on sale this Spring for around 
[200. It will be Shipped with 6MB of 
EDO DRAM, where 2MB will be 
allocated to each texture processing 
unit, and 2MB to the frame buffer. 
Diamond Multimedia's Monster 3D 11 
WIll come wrth BMB of EDO DRAM, with 
4MB allocated to the frame buffer. 
There's no confirmed UK price or 
release data yet. 

Apart from the 2MB of memory, the 
biggest difference between the cards is 
in the name. Having finally wooed 
Creative Labs, 3Dfx gave the company 
the fight to include voodoo in its 
product names. HOW important thiS 
proves in the marketplace will partly 
depend on 3Dfx's own campaigns. 

Edge was treated to a 
demonstration of the 30 Blaster 
Voodoo 2. Although only unoptimised 
games were shown, results were 
impressive. Forsaken and Quake 2 
averaged around 60fps and Ultimate 
Race Pro seemed equally speedy. All 
games suffered from occasional 
Jerkiness when the screens were 
crowded. 'Nhelher this was a result of 
incomplete drivers WIll SOOf1 be known. 

But one thing is certainly becormng 
clearer: a high number of frames per 
second rate, in itself, is not enough 
to guarantee completely glitch· £ 
free gaming. 
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(out there) 
REPORTAGE FROM THE PERIPHERY OF THE VIDEOGAMES INDUSTRY 

Ad Infinitum 

Most 
who come 

find it very 
difficult to leave. _ ..... _- ""-
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Apple Tease 

T o celebrate the fad that it is now making a 

profit, Apple has launched its first corporate 
advertising campaign for two years. The 

controversial 'Think Different' series of TV, 
billboard and airport commercials feature a 
selection of people who have, in various ways, 

shaped the 20th century - or, as Apple rather 
more dramatically puts it, 'the minority who have 

continually challenged authority, outperformed the 
competition, confounded the critics and 

entertained audiences', 
By aligning itself with the likes of Gandhi, 

Picasso and Einstein, Apple aims to show that its 
computers are the tools of genius. Unfortunately, 
by inserting 'outperforming the competition' as a 

proviso, Apple unwittingly ensured it could not 
: use any of its own luminaries in the line-up. 

V irgin has spent the last two years cultivating an unenviable reputation for controversial marketing 
tadics. campaigns like the 'lNOuldn't you like to give them all a bloody good kicking' series for 

Command and Conquer and the Resident Evil blood bath attracted derision not only from within the 
industry, but from the tabloids - whose impeccable sense of decency is of course unquestionable. 

But recently the company has decided to take a different slant, if not wholeheartedly embrace a less 

dumbed-down approach. The adverts for Command and Conquer: Red Alert were an immaculately 
conceived parody of British Army recru itment posters. Beautifully-shot pictures of sergeant majors yelling 

at new" recruits and miserable looking soldiers wading through muddy water were juxtaposed with text 
asking if the readers would rather join the army, enduring years of mindless conformity and random 

cruelty from superior officers OR get all the excitement of armed conflid from the comfort of their own 
homes with Red Alert. It's certainly a more witty and subtle angle - as Louie Beatty, Vice-President of 

European Marketing, is quick to point out: 'If you look at our most recent work the approach has been to 
provide creative, intelligent, relevant advertising for our products. We like to experiment with new ideas.' 

Despite the change of heart, hOYYeVer, Virgin is keen to defend its past endeavours. 'To shock the 
industly through aggressive, controversial advertising - this appears to be the perception of our work.' 

complains Beatty, 'but in reality our approach is very different. What we like to do is to make our message 
as interesting and relevant to the target market as possible. In our '97 campaigns, there was nothing 

shocking or controversial about PS Red Alert, Blade Runner, Jedi Knight or Curse of Monkey Island. We do 
not do controversy for controversy's sake. But to the same extent, we do not shy away from a good 
campaign because the message is too close to the bone - so to speak.' 

As for ReSident Evil 2, Edge senses a return to VIE's macabre form of old. The blood-filled bath used 
to promote the first game was a startlingly effective image, putting the onus on Virgin's ad people to top it. 

As Beatty puts it, 'Resident Evil 2 is going to be our biggest PlayStation launch in Europe to date. 20% of 
the installed base O'NflS a copy of the original title. We have to make this one memorable .. don't we? With 

a El Om ad budget available for 1998, there's a good chance Beatty will succeed. 
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Eidos' eye-candy 

F illing the shoes (and vest) of Rhona Mitra, the previous 'real' Lara Croft, 

must have seemed a daunting task for Eidos' marketing department lNhile 
not a perfect match for her pixelated doppleganger, Ms 

Mitra more than made up for the deficit in attitude, and 
was amply qualified in other areas. However, once Mitra's 

fame began to rival Tomb Raider's own, she and Eidos 
decided to 'part company on amicable terms'. 

Subsequently, Edge was startled to witness the 
remarkable similarity bef\Neen Lara and her nevv human 

counterpart Vanessa Demouy, particularly in the main 
image below. Previously knQlNO in her native France for 
a career in modelling (and a thankfully brief attempt at 

pop-stardom, if clips on the intemet at anything to go by), 
Demouy has yet to be confirmed as the only Lara in 

circulation. Apparently Eidos is considering signing 
several separate croft-a-likes, presumably to prevent a 

repeat performance of Mitra's individual stardom. 
With revealing pictures of Demouy already 

available on the net (see inset for a mild taster), a 

prevailing wind of tragic sadness is already 
blowing chill around Edge's neck. 

Art assistant/DepUty art editor required 
Edge is offering a talented individual the opportunity to join its editorial team, 

'M.lrking in a modem. friendly environment within the pleasant surroundings of Bath. 

The successful applicant will be fluent in Quark Xpress 3.32, Adobe Photoshop 4.01 , 

Maaomedia Freehand 7, as well as ~sessing some form of design qualification. 

Relevant previous experience advantageous although not necessarily required. OIs 

should be directed to the Art Editor at the address below . 

Ap plic a t i o n s shou l d be addr e ssed to: Edl' , Fu t u r e Pu bl i sh i ng . 3 0 M onmou t h Street , Ba t h, BAI :l BW 

• 
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Cathode f(J{ tube 1\15 have 
always suffered from one 
major flaw the ~cture is 
prOjected onto a CUlved 
surface. which can severely 
alter the Image's onglnal 
geometry. (Ner the years 
TV mafiufacturers have 
striVed to make tubes 
flatter, admittedly WIth 
some degree of success 

However, Sony has ncm 
gone OfIe better and 
introduced the KV-32FD1 
FD Trinitron Wide DPL 
TV In other 'MJrds, a virtual 
Oolby pro-lDglC, 32-indl 
widescreen televiSion set 
boasting a totally flat 
screen. PlUS, in addltron to 
at! the usual functions, a 
VGA-SUB bus input on the 
front panel allows a PC to 
use the television as a 
monitor. The technology 
employed here may be 
beyood the understanding 
of many consumers, but 
the reSUlts can be enjoyed 
by anyone. The picture 
quality is magnificent, WIth 
superb colour balance and 
near-perfect geometry 
previOUSly only poSSible 
WIth top of tile range 
PfOjectiOfl systems 

" 

A
s lJ!ftU1 g"J MOCn satan . Q'Tl 

PaI1SlE1O ~Air IS Ifready ~I 

as one the bestalbl..ms U '996 can exDI!':' tr 

y.eId. And It'S not harclto undffitand 'Mry 

Spanni~ a rather preQlJ'Dl J~ d"rv'o!! betWeen 

such d1\lefSe styles as arrbent. folk.. SQs-st;'Ie symh 

pop and easy ~ NI 1akes thiS breely. iIealy 

COCJ(Iad and irrDJes rt W 1 scme of the m:::IST. 

gknJusrv ra;lam ~ an::! creatTl-ik~ 

'iOIlOSC:8P€s -.pIT ewr ~!O he<r 

n-asre M~ ChNtJoIs I(J"lIJOigt 

swannf"rgarOlXld Pans Il"I a ~W{~ 

wrItI serge Gainstlourz a"ld ElLrt Bact\lfach on tI'Ie 

dOCts I() the back. Gel your heed round \his and 

y(XJ're dose to apprecOltlllg wI'Iat IS possIbIylhe 

c:oo!eSt lOOS! b!$JM ~ album in the WOI1d 
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When first announced, 
plasmatron screens were 
hailed as the future of 
television sets. However, 
the first models were far 
from CQflVII1CIIlg. suffering 
from poor contrast levels 
!n addition to colour 
reproduction problems 

But progress IS swift 
and the next Wfr.Je of 
plasma display screens is 
just around the corner. First 
out of Japan, Is Pioneer's 
new PDp·V401E plasma 
display screen The 40-
loch multI-purpose set is a 
mere 9cm deep and can 
accept several sources 
such as a TV tuner, video, 
PC, Laserdisc and DVD 
player. More ImportanUy, 
the screen boasts a 
brightness level of 400cd 
per SQuare metre, much 
higher than any of Its 
predecessors. TIle Mure 
may be bflgttt after all •• 

M M( crniCS du1'l'JE.'O M::lfttIeet:ra's prevIOUS 

aIbJm - thetrllfSl-1OtO the post-In;:! t1C(l 

Ittef tm alOng Wlth Ille Ibs Of Arctwe and MoIoIco, 

IYIthOut ~ng me band's sParSe. bIue5y beats the 
attentiOn they deSefved. Ho::IYo'eYef. \IllS fOllow-up, 

NI nfll1ltely more dense and melodic wor1(, may 
fnatt earn them WIde scale rea:e'\lllOl'lllt>t Itlat 

Morcheeba has had a corTllIete ~ of heart . 

IJad(s like 'Bullet prcd' std! featl.q .tolI: snster 

-.~ cLtl tu: tnese a-e rv:mac..:anoa-.eo I)j 
Itle aes of ~ sea' wt't r1S kJSh St:rlf¥iland fulky 

~ and'Part of the PI~....ncn eve"! toyS 

With cCtlIltrY mJSIC COI""I\IerItlOIl A/It1~ some 
may miss the rrur1cy prOOJcllQl"l Of Old. most v.11I 

f!f'"(l ,'"Ion:heeoo's wider expenrTlel"ltauon a 
fascilallll: ard caInYlg experienCe 
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Panasonic's DVD Home 
Theatre System takes the 
company's Sl.fjerb £1,700 
TX-1N3202DP widescreen 
televiSion and £600 A 100 
DVD player, and joins them 
'Mth a complete sound 
system from Technics. This 
Includes a £300 SH-AC300 
digital surround processor 
'NI1lCl1ls in tum hooked up 
to the £1.(00 THX receiver 
and £1,700 THX certified 
speaker system. Hlgtl end 
home cinema users may 
scoff, but the resulting set
up (Cheap In THX terms) is 
impressively competent, 
offenng an effortlessly wide 
sound stage. Definitely 
INOrth audltlomng. 

Sony is currently advertising 
Its SA-VA7 multi-purpose 
surround sound system 
In US mags as the perfect 
audiO accompamment to 
the PlayStatiOn. This 
simulated DoIby PrO-logiC 
set-up uses two speakers 
to create 'virtual surround', 
and bOasts an output of 80 
watts. In Britain, the more 
powerful SA-VA 10 (four 
speakers, 100w output) 
makes a good alternative, 
but either of the systems 
represent a good, basic 
intra to the 'NOf"lOerS of 
DoIby surround sound. 

A ~,GoIdIeowestllS fa-neas much to 
his ~ dlb and recon:l label (and hIS 

fIan1Jotyant per&lOaIrtyl as tohls nUSiC, T~' 

wasn't difflCllJt.listeM1g. but It stJl! rematned dosef 

toJurrgle's roots tt\an tnedrum'o'basS-IJte that 

swarT(led pop CUlture dumg lm The M'O COS 

IIAlIch make l4l 'sau.m.z Reun' IBfgeIy rework. the 

SiITle terT!tofy, ttnJiVl here GoICIies tracIem.D:: 
CIltUar sl:W'8 beaIs and peoctw\t for vocats are 
Pl-ttoda!\eruse.Al45rrnJteSq M:Jme( is 

both extracroirIfIy a'1d disposable. The ottlef tracks 

~ ncWe coolfbutoos from Noel Gaj~ 

a'1d SOMe) pi\XlOefgeores with ease. butv.rmle 

GoIdie dilUteS hseffOftsso, ~rs hard to ten ~ he's 

exparvjing or ~ the rrusica! fOrm he helped 
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Dolby prO-Logic is..veU past 
its sell-by date A narrow 
bal""l(jlM(fth and mono Signal 
to the rear channels are no 
longer good enougtl for 
cinematiC emulatiOn. 

Film soundtrackS these 
days are digitally recorded, 
wrth full bandwidth Signals 
and surround sound 
created through five sound 
channels, and (usually) a 
sub-'NOOfer addltlCll1al 
channel. SO-called 5.1 

dJgltal surround sound 
comes in two flavours 

There's Digital Theatre 
SOUnd and there's OOlby 
Digital, the format used for 
sound recreation by this TV, 
the first ever Widescreen 
Dolby Dlgltal set It sounds 
superb, "Wflich goes without 
saying, and at 32-lnches, 
the picture Quality is very 
high. A great TV, then, and 
one that's all but future. 
proof. For the next few 
years or SO, at least. 

N CNlhere'sacoocept, on 1tcS. baarre 
CO'T'()IIatnl. eie'Jen Of DetroO most 

revered techrc Gc:ds and GcO.1eSses try thei' hand 

at htp-hop. COIJcj this be the fl.lttJre 01 tecmo, or 

was someooe haVing a 1at.rjjI? well, the Whole 

exercrse was conceNed bv the mad COIectJve 
geniuS whidllS .Ia(ATl·s SlbItme Records. and with 

a cast ~ KeI~ Hand, Kenny L/lI'kfl, Robert 
Hood. EOC1ie"F\ashrl' F~ CIauOe Y(U"8. 

Stacey PLMen and the Img-Iost Tln'nas Bamett. 

~ QI'1't go -..vrong. Never before has ~ been 

rrb.Jed wr.I1 such SI.btIety, tt.nefUness. attrtOOe 

an::! achng beaJty sean Deason and Dan Bel steal 

the ShoW, but tt\Is is astooishlng. !.If"IeJ(pected 

I'TleIICm IIsterli!l;. Surpr~. It's EM!f1 got some 
decent~, St.Wme Ifdeed 
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Everyone knows at least one optical 
illusion; the vase that becomes two 
faces, the lines that appear to bend if 
placed in front of another shape. Fewer 
people. hO'Never, understand wtlat 
these illusions tell about complexities of 
visual perception and about the inner 
workings of the eye. This is where 
J1Jusions - the latest science title from 
Macmillan Interactive - comes in. 

This collection of over 50 optical 
illusions and visual puzzles, comes 
complete with detailed yet readable 
explanations, so users can at last 
understand why car wheels appear to 
be gOing backwards when the vehicle is 
speeding forwards, and why we have 
difficulties perceiving depth with only 
one eye open. To accompany this 
fascinating expose is good peripheral 
detail, including an explorable map of 
the eye and interviews with those 
working at the limits of optical 
perception (racing driver Nick Longhi, 
for example, discusses how the eye 
perceives speed), While the 
presentation is rather basic and scruffy, 
the ideas discussed are certainly 
stimulating enough to warrant attention 

-------.---

- .- .. 

... 
~ ... ":';:"....
--:- .. -

-

Edge may be wrong, but it seems the 
frenzy which surrounded 'X-Files' last 
year is starting to die down. Gillian 
Anderson has stopped appearing in 
lifestyle mags with no clothes on and 
Oavid OUChOvny has got married, ending 
months of media speculation about his 
spectacularly debauched love-life. 

No doubt the film will stir things up 
again later this year, but till then, X
Philes have Unrestricted Access to play 
around with. This is no game, however. 
This is a sort of cross between a website 
(X-Files UA uses the WWW extensively) 
and a puzzle/adventure title. The user 
has to research case studies and files to 
discover new info. Beneath the 
deliberately esoteric front-end, this is 
just a glorified multimedia CD-ROM. 
Users can look at film clips, images, 
synopses of key episodes, character 
profiles, etc, plUS, there will apparently 
be regular updates to the product's 
database via the WNW. Obsessive fans 
can even customise their PCs with a 
range of deSktOp modifications 

Ultimately though, x- Files UA wiU be 
an interesting purchase for fans, but a 
tiresome bore for anyone else. 

T
he latest prOjeCt from The Drum ClUb and 

Slab man 10I HarTmlOd adcIs yet another 

stnng to the latter's bcm, 'Mm ft.InI(y beats and 

heavy use of YOCaIs maf:V1g for a record amed at 

the feet ratner than the head. ItdoeSlllQUallft as 
hooserrtlSlC, but then It'S a world a.NaY frcm the 

harsh ted1no 01 slab, as exefT1lIifled by the husky 

female vocals, CIubtly guitar, and big, friendlY breaks 

of 'Kin PuSsy Kill', the eQ.laIIy crazify trt!ed 'Moist Girl 

Hates The GOvernment'. or the beautiful (and Drum 
CluD-esquel 'Su~ In RelqaVlk'. listen carefully 

and it's ObvIous that LOI really is worlung hard at thIS 

sound, but a display of tedllical prOfOency isn't 

reallywtlat 'Girl Eats Ba{ is about The fact that It 

makes you want to dance is m'Jfe than enougI1 
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VVhile a new book chronicling the internal activities of 
Microsoft is published every week without fail, Intel
that other big brother of the PC world - seems to 
have got rmay largely untouched by sensationalist 
exposes. This is perhaps what makes Tim Jackson's 
gnpping and insightful book especially fascinating, As 
ever, there are plenty of skeletons to discover in the 
corporate closet; the fiasco over the Pentium chip 
and the damage it did to the company is covered in 
detail, as are the business practices of Chief 
Executive, Andy Grove 

Although the history of Intel since inception in 
1968 is covered fully, it's perhaps Grove who 
provides the main framework for Jackson's study_ 
Interestingly INhlle Bill Gates chose to give his recent 
book a wishy-washy monicker like 'The Road Ahead', 
Intel's head honCho published his 0\N!1 philosophy 
entitled, 'Only the Paranoid Survive' Edge feels this 
gives a Chilling glimpse into the ethics of a company 
that touches almost everybody's life. 

. - : . 
As tempting as it is to believe in social stereotypes, 
Australia is not entirely made up of beer-swilling 
neanderthals and empty-headed surfers. Just like the 
rest of the developed world, the country has Its fare 
share Of sophisticated computer users and abusers, 
and predictably it's the latter that provide the subject 
matter for 'underground' Yes, following hot on the 
heels of best-selling "dark. Side of technology" tomes 
such as Bruce Sterling's 'Hacl<er Cracl<down' and 
Tsutomu Shimomura's 'Takedovm', this is another 
attempt to get into the ffilndset of the hacker; 
studying their shadowy commuflllies and revelling in 
their chaOS-inducing activities 

Here, hOwever, Dreyfus tnes something Slightly 
different - not only by taking the antipodean slant, 
but by analysing the people behind computer crime, 
not just what they get up to. Plus, the 1Nh0le thing IS 
written more as a surreal thriller than a straight 
forward text book - an interesting way of dealing 
with an increaSingly tiresome subject. 

" 

esp!te the murutude Of CO/TllIlauons 

appearir1g eYefY month If1 the stJII 
burgeoning psychedeIIcIGoa UcTICe scene. ,few 

artists get around to releasing albums of their (7M'l. 

Or, as It seems in thiScase, lack the rrusical abkty 

to be able to pull it off With art-{ finesse 

Johann is the perctJSSionIst from tribal trarce 
funksters Juno Reactor and wtlile hIS 1996 Si1gIe 

'~ Ktks' bOded well for a debut aItx..m. 
~It isn't presenton 'BiOwYourMin(f. 

The rest of ensemble locks rTIJSICal direction and 

vanely, PlJSUIflg the ~ manically 

unfOcused fOrmJIa that seems to 00g a lOt of 
tr<n:e. 'Stranded', for example, 'NCX.IId probably be 

better soric accorTIP<W"\Iment for a side-scrollll: 
shoot 'em up tM1 an 0I.Jt(00r pany 
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EDGE'S EXAMINATION OF THE INTERNET AND ONLlNE GAMING SCENE 

Faster than a speeding new media revolution 
n group of leading PC companies are pushing 
III a ne.v method of data transmission that 
could turbocharge Internet access. Universal 
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber line (Universal 
ASDl) claims to offer the tantalising prospect of 
data transfer that's some 25 times faster than 
today's 56Kbps modems. 

A standard telephone line uses a 4KHz 
frequency band to carry information. Consider that 
standard ASDl packs 2554KHz bands onto the 
same line, and its appeal is obvious. ASOl is 
somewhat dependant on the quality of local 
phone net'INorks, but at its best it could pump the 
Net into the home at BMbps - the equivalent of 
255 modems attached to a PC in parallel. 

ASDl technology isn't ne.v, but the lack of a 
common standard has slowed down its adoption. 
Universal ASDl, as proposed by Intel, Microsoft, 
Compaq and others aims to fix this. Universal 
ASDl is a cut-down version of A5DL that can 
manage a top speed of around 1.5Mbps. 

That's a big speed redudion, but Universal 
ASDL offers the huge benefit of requinng no 
expensive changes to local telephone networks 
and no extra hardware in the home except for an 
ASDl modem. Were the Universal ASDL standard 
to be adopted, these could quickly become as 
ubiquitous as analogue modems are today. 

With the Internet becoming increasingly 
bogged down by its own soaring success, more 

Those wishing to know more about Universal ASOl could start by visiting the Working Group site at hHp:/!_ .uawg. 
org (Edge wouldn't recommend the experience to anyone but an insomniac, however) 

Sony site sorted for your pleasure 
m 0 ne.vs on Playstation 2, but Sony has 
IWI at least overhauled its European Web 
presence. Built to thrill, the new P!ayStation site 
is a riot of buttons, animations and visual gags. 
It's currently a bit slow to use, but Sony claims 
that things will significantly improve once the 
deluge of new users has subsided, not least 
because all the animation is handled with 
Macromedia's speedy 5hockwave Rash plug-in. 

The site incorporates all the neINS, previews 
and corporate brouhaha you'd expect - what is 
novel, however, is the way it's delivered. 
Registered users can choose to identify 

Visit the shiny new Sony PlayStation website at 
http://www.playstation-europe.c:om 

themselves as one of several stereotypes, which 
is to say having specific personality traits such as 
being an adrenaline sports junkie or a sci-fi fan 
(see below), and then receive a site personalised 
for their pleasure. It's even possible to create a 
unique avatar to don when visiting the site's chat 
rooms. Edge gives notice that Parappa's head, 
Crash Bandicoo(s legs and a pair of slippers 
should be considered reserved. 

Plug and pay into Wireplay 
O he rewiring of BT's Wireplay service 

continues. A new credit card subscription 
service gives hardcore users unlimited access for 
a reduced cost per minute. 

Under the current billing system, players are 
charged £1.50 per hour off-peak and £3.60 per 
hour at other times. The nev.' option sees charges 
of £9.95 per month or £99.95 per year, all neatly 
paid for via credit card - albeit Mastercard or Visa 

powerful modems are sorely needed. But Britain 
is unlikely to get the new technology as quickly as 
the States, where the Universal ASDl companies 
are concentrating their efforts to reduce 
congestion on the Super Highway. 

One day ASDL modems will be as common as 
the us Robotics Sportster Flash and Alpen 

The PlayStatlon website Is 
meant for people Iooklnc 
to buy the console • .s well 
as the lecions who already 
have. VisttinC Sony's new 
site Is also. lesson in pop 
psycholon. Find out why 

only. Time online is further charged at BT's lo-call 
rate, which can prove to be as cheap as one 
pence per minute. 

To save users from reaching for their 
calculators, Wireplay has stated that in its 
estimation, anyone who spends more than 1 1 
hours each month logged on to the service will 
be better off switching to its subscription option. 
So it pays to be online, so to speak. 

'ak1nc up a subscription with Wireplay coukl 
be the best excuse to play that next level 

For more details on Wireplay's gaming service visit http://www.wireplay.com. Wireplay boasts less latency than the 
Internet, and supports many top multiplayer games including Total Annihilation, Red Alert and Quake 

• 
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I THJS MONTH . 

I SATURN BEATS RAP 

SEGA GETS WARPED 

I AN UNFAMILIAR FAMICOM 

Rlr, I 

A symphonic swan song for 
the Saturn 
Japanese otaku who/ye tired of their 

$aturns might soon investigate a new 

use for their hardware. Denshai 

Media's Techno Motor is a piece of 
intriguing music creation software for 

Sega's console that enables OINflers to 
put together sonic masterpieces 

through nothing more than skillful 

manipulation of the Joypad. It costs Just 
Y4,aOO (£23) and requires no further 

musical instruments, recording 

equipment or, Edge fears, talent. 
Make no mistake, Techno-Moto{ is 

no Parappa the Rapper. As befits the 
thinking man's games console, Techno 
Motor is much more than just a toy -

it's a full-blown sequencer. Designed 
by Fujita Naruhiko, a self-confessed 

sequencer addict, and T aneda Vasai, a 
multi-talented pianist, trumpeter and 

accordionist. the software aims to bring 

the joy of making music to everyone. 
(Those who remember their childhood 
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To promote Techno Motor, Denshai Media hired two kawai (cute) promotions girls. The girls 
travel the length of Japan under the name of the Technoski -literally translated: 'I like techno' 

recorder classes with a healthy cringe 

may very well question the wisdom of 
this sentiment) 

Promising to satisfy the most 
musically demanding and least literate 

of players, Techno Motor can handle as 

many as 99 sounds distributed across 

its four tracks; composers get exactly 
11,714 prerecorded sounds to choose 

from. A huge library of prerecorded 

tunes and melodies that are included 
should further help the uninspired find 

their feet. What's more, when budding 

musiCIans tire of playing alone, they 
can call around a friend for some dual

joypad Techno Motor jamming. 
The sequencer's library 

encompasses a wide range of musical 

genres including ska, t€Chno, dance, 
soul, classic and an intriguing style 

called 'monkey', which doubtless 

moves the crowds in the best Tokyo 
nightspots in a way which Edge 

shudders to imagine. 
As the composer switches between 

these styles, the screen itself changes, 
shifting from futuristic settings to 

psychedelia as appropriate. Finished 

r"r''-..... ""~~ -" . ,.' 
-' ' .' 
~ , --:-~ ,---

- --I :. 

Simple copy and paste functions enable tracks to De quickly and easily put together in rea~ime (far right). The Technoski (virtually incamated far 
left) are touring Japan, evangelising the Techno MotDt's ease of use, prior to the launch of the software at the next Tokyo Game Show in March 

• 
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Techno Motor's designer, Taneda Yosai 
(left), had his sister design these two 
giant - and fully operational- joypads 

pieces can be saved onto the 
Saturn's memory card. 

Apparently, the developers chose 
the Saturn because its joypads lent 

themselves readily to musical 
reinvention. The pad's buttons are 

each assigned a note, with the 

shoulder buttons altering the pitch. 
Pressing left and right on the D-Pad 

selects sharps and flats, while up 
and down shifts octaves accordingly. 

Early reports suggest that getting 
the hang of the joypad isn't a trivial 

task. But with the middle-classes 

shelling out for piano and guitar 
lessons, how difficult can it be to 

persuade them to send their children 
for lessons in using the Saturn's 

controll~r? At least getting children to 
do their music homework £ shouldn't be a problem. 

Did Dl break the Saturn? 
Like a tone-deaf busker, no sooner 

does Warp's 02 project settle down 
that it finds itself moved along. 

Originally, the sequel to the catchily 

monikered adventure 0 was 
destined for Panasonic's M2 

platform. When that machine went 
belly up, Warp began running ads in 

Japanese mags claiming '02 runs 
under XY.X.XX. Most insiders 

assumed the blanked out hardware 

was the Saturn - until Warp's Kenji 
Eno hinted that 02 was destined for 

Katana (Edge understands that the 

fully polygonal 3D world of 02 
proved too much for the Saturn). 

But equally, Edge would no longer 

be surprised to find D2 slated £ 
for, ooh, the Nintendo 128. 

Edge intends to discover the truth behind 
02 at the Tokyo Game Show. The game is 
one of the most keenly awaited in Japan 

Love me. love my Super Famicom 
Everyone knows how Nintendo likes to keep its past alive. Yet its plan to relaunch 

the veteran Super Famicom has raised even the most nostalgic eyebrows. In the 

ten years since it first thrilled the market, nearly 50 million Super Famicoms have 
been sold worldwide. More tellingly, Nintendo has been shifting around three 

million of the original machines a year, at around V5,800 (£28) each. Confidently, 

Nintendo has hiked the price of the restyled machine up to ¥7,800 (£37). 
Despite all these figures, to western eyes the company still seems to have 

a sentimental side. The date of the introduction was Valentine's Day. £ 

The new aerodynamically moulded Super Famicom relaunch coincides appropriately with 
the grand switching on of the Nintendo Power service, a scheme enabling players to buy 
a range of software from their local grocery store ....menever they pop out for some bread 
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AUDIENCE WITH .. 

P
hi! Harrison has risen through the rankS of sony computer Entertainment 
to beCome instrumental !O the machine's success, not just In Europe, but 

.... _ .... also in the US where he now resides. Edge recently met him in SCEA'S 
home of Foster City, near san Francisco. to try and procure Information about the 
inevitable successor to the Playstation. At least. that was the plan .. 

PhI! Harrison: Speculation about any Mure technology has to be tempered with the 
facts. We believe that \Ne're not even 25% done WIth the original PlayStation yet. 

Whatever methoo you use to calculate sales, we're doing great 
Worldwide hardware sales have recently passed the 20 million mark. We've 

gotten lo a point where the hardware is at a low price and there is a very compelling 
software catalogue. Consumers are bUying it in droves. There is nothing to suggest, in 
any future. near- Of medium-term, that the PlayStatKln is going to run out of steam. SO 
we're not even conSidenng a next generation at this time. 

,:" 

PH: Well.,. [smiles]. It is true that Sony is a very R&D-Ied company, R&D has been 
the foundation of our company for more than SO years, It is also true that the team 
that created the PlaYStation's technology is still on staff. 

These people weren't fired, moved off, put out to grass or given a new career 
path. They're WOI1<:ing very hard on a variety of different PlayStation R&D projects, 
some of lNtlich are SOftware-based, focused on delivering better sets of libraries and 
development toots to our developers so that they can make better games. 

PH: That's right. And if you compare today's PlayStation games to the very first ones, 
you'll see a definite increase in Quality. SOme of this is because developers are 
becoming comfortable with the environment and hardware ~ they're getting to 
un9€rstand it, and they're starting to make it sing. But another SiWliflCaOt reason is 
that at SOOy, we have continued to support our develQpers with new programming 
libraries. We've created new, more accompliShed, more poy..oerful APIs that enabte 
developers to get even more power out of the machine. This has been the primary 
thrust of our R&D efforts over the last two or three years. 

PH: Historically, the driving force behind successive hardware generatiOns has been 
the need to introduce, rather than merely wanting to introduce, a new technology. 
And right n<JoN there's no need for a new hardware generation. 
I:' 

PH: In all senses of the industry. If you look. at the 16bit cartridge model as an exam
ple, it ran out of steam ~ technically, creatively, and commercially. 

PH: You hit the nail on the head: Nintendo made a lot of profit, but the third-party 
industry was bleeding and. coughing blOOd at the time. The odds were stacked 
against the industry beCause of the cartridge mOdel. And the 16bit crash, if yOu 

want to use that term, came about beCause of a lack of creative and technical 
innovation. The technology created barriers beyOnd Which the developers could not 
move. You could not do anything else with a 16bit. cartridge-based system beyOnd 
the rudimentary, Sideways-scrolling. eight-direction games. 

Therefore, what terlCfed to happen in sequelS or iterative verSions of games 
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... was that the difference between them was negligible. An 
the games started to look the same. COnsumers could not 
discern a compelling difference between the prequel and 
the sequel, therefore they voted with their feet and 
walked to those formats that did deliver creative 
innovation And that format turned out to be PlayStation. 
t:-

PH: NO, I would contest vigorously th~ suggestion that alt 
PlayStation games are the same. Playstation games are 
constantly improving and will continue to do so. 

we've just introduced the 27()O-based development 
series, a new PlayStation development system. It'S a 
program analyser and deveiopment system all in one, 
which enables developers to get a global view of what is 
going on inside the 'lardware at anyone time. This 
enables them to tune up their software to get a level of 
tecnn'cal perfo'marce that had previously not been seen. 

We've analysed almost all existing software titles, 
and we're confident that even the best games launched 
to date exploit less tnan half of the hardware's potential. 
Now we've worKed out how to harness this extra j)OINer. 
We've delivered thiS technology into the hands of the 
developers, and If they're up to the task we will see more 
and more higr -Quality products, pushing the technology 
even fwrther, trroughout 1998 and into 1999 

PH: GT '", ,.: .... rrently my favourite PlayStatian game - I 
spent 'Tlf)st Cl the Christmas holidays playing it. I've been 
following the deve'opment of the game for a while and 
I'm delighted tor Yoshda-san, Yamauchi-san and the rest 
of the team tl-lat the game has been SO well received. 

This is a perfect example af a developer with a vision 
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means that 3D engines and CPU demands can be 
balanced to achieve optimum performance in the game 
environment which deliVers more polygons, higher 
resolutions and faster frame rates. 

Most important of all is game design. t think that 
programmers are now comfortable with the Playstation 
graphics system and can concentrate on interesting and 
challenging AI, dynamics or other physical simulations. 
This is perhaps the biggest improvement seen in the 
racing genre with GT ~ the real-time dynamics for the car 
suspension system really works! The programmers were 
able to allocate CPU resources to handling the dynamiCS 
while maintaining a very strong graphics engine. 

1;-

PH: It's a good question. Certainly you can say that our 

'HISTORICALLY, THE DRIVING FORCE BEHIND SUCCESSIVE HARDWARE GENERATIONS IS THE NEED TO 
INTRODUCE, RATHER THAN WANTING TO INTRODUCE , A NEW TECHNOLOGY' 

and a relent ess desire to achieve perfection - and they 
were givel1 the tinle to do it. Technfcallythe game is very 
well executed - but I th'nK the design is what makes it 
stand out. TIle simulation portion is well implemented and 
the whole passing your test thing is great fun, and 
teaches you the game at the same time. It's definitely 
raised the bar on the driving genre. 

PH: Technically, the level of support we are able to offer 
our third parties and internal teams means that everyone 
has the power at their disposal to create games of this 
standard. New and more powerful tools like the 2700 

series development system means that develOpers can 
really push the system. Prior to this tool the time and 
effort required to get any meanmgfuI performance 
inCrease often outweighed the perceived benefits to the 
consumer. Now a game can be written from the ground 
up with the programmers haVing full system-wide 
analysiS down to the lowest possible hardware level. This 

• 

success. by definition, meant our competitors faUed. 

PH: urn, I'U leave it up to Edge to pass comment on our 
competitors' business decisions. 
I: . " 

PH: If you ask me that question as a gamer rather than as 
an executive of sony, then from my heart I can answer 
that t have always respected Nintendo, But I don't think 
its latest prOduct offering lived up to either the marketlng 
hype or my personal expectations. 

But as somebody wtlo worKS for SOny Computer 
Entertainment, I have to imagine that our rivals we(e 
forced to act because of the strength of the PJayStation, 
and as a result, they maybe acted prematurely Of with 
more haste than was appropriate, and they made 
mistakes. But this is not for me to comment on . 
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PH: It'S a symIllOtic relationship. The pIatfooTI_ has 
to be taking certain CQI'T1fl1ercial rtskS - ones that a third 
party IS unable 10 dO - In order to push tile installed base 
foIward. Bul you also have to ensure tI1at tile rest of tile 
industry rallres around you And that Is wtfo/we feel very 
confi<Ient WIth tile P1ayStation as a fonnaI 

we have no less support than we I1ad two or tnree 
years ago. In fact. our support!VOWS'" SQIlI1IstiCatiO 
quality and investment fMlI'I day. "publishers_I 
making money out of tile PIayStation format, they WOOId 
nolbe albIe 10 Invest in __ for tile future 

The PlayStation fonnaI was deSifJlI!d on two scIId 

PH: MOst programmers, deep down, are artlStS 
~ to express themselves on the IlrOadest posslIJIe 

canvas tI1at has tile IlrOadest posslIJIe commerCial 
appicalion. The P ayStatlOO IS the only fonnaI arOUnd 
world that allows the developer to reach M auc:J1E!OCE! of 
tens of milllOF'lS of consumers 

.:-
PH: The PC IS a very poIansecl har«o<e market a very 
sma I numller of people buy a at softWare Yes, lIlere 
IS In_ In tile PC market wiIIltlle 3D jp8Phics cardS, 
OUt these are saddled to a two _ 

AUDIE NCE 

'WE DO NOT SEE ANY COMPETITIVE TECHNOLOGY, BE IT HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE, THAT WILL 
FORM A SIGNIFICANT CHALLENGE TO THE LASTING SUCCESS OF THE PLAYSTATION' 

premISes: one, tI1at rt WOUklbe tile creatNe CIIOICe of tile 
development community But equally ~ was tI1at 
it would be a glit -Edged commerCial chofce for tile 
deciSIon makers that 11\/0 hlgl1er up tile food ct1IIin_ 
tile software publIShers. You have to get tile boIance rigtrt 
betweef1t1le two. Yoo cood dei_tile most Incredltle 
technOlOgy, OUt ~ tIlere wasn't a compelling installed 
base - or hope of an inSIaIIed base - nobody would 
support it because the people whO _tile Cf1e(JJeS 
want to see a return on their investment. 

PH: We dO not see any competitive lechnoIogy,be it 
hardware or software, tI1at Will form a signfficant 
Challenge to tile lasting success of tile PiaySlatIOl1 . 

• 

dollar box It'S netther a mass "::~:::~fQ 
technOlOgy that's ~~ 

-
at the 

towhat 
astream 

PH: I dOn'lllelleve that to market IS 

very msular. tt doesn't graN, ~:'~:::::itself on a 
regular baSIs by forang sa to inrveSI 
more money in the same box. box 
because they need to get or JUIl<or What 

have you The PC dOes ~:::::: market 
the sane way that a sub-S200 sysU!m can. 

PH: we predicted lhat!he WOOId 
rtnp'ove 111e fundamental 
pertormance of PC technOlOgy a upward lme 
we knew thIS Y«lU1d happen and necessanly 
tnreaten the PlayStatIOn a __ rt appeals 

to a different _ of consu AnCl penetrate !he 

mass market. the differ between PIayStation 
consumer and a die hard PC consumer DrOadenIS 

PH: No, because nobody makes any profit from selling 
onllne games .• has become more of a feature' for PC 
games a bullet point on tile Dol< than a 
model to add to tile prof t potential of any 
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PH: The PlayStation is so successful now because some 
very perspicaciOus people in Japan made some very 
inspired chOices abOut certain forms of technology In 
1993, They forecast that by the time we got to 199611997, 
the price, availdblhty and supply of this technology would 
be broad and cheap enough to deliver a $150 box. As you 
know, we launched at S300 in the U.S. and at $400 in 
Japan. yet we were still losing money on the hardware. 
even at these prices. But we knew, because of some very 
inspired deCisiOns, that we would be riding a downward 
curve In pnce - and that come 1997, we could offer this 
technology at a compeiitive rate. 

Any new company that enters the business must 
have a similarly broad ViM of what's gOing on in the chip 
and production technology markets. It has to have sI< s 
whiCh, frankly, very few companies in the world have 

BUilding two million PlayStations is no mean feat. 3nd 
it involves a whole department of people whose JOb It S 
to ensure that we have a constant supply of PlayStatlon 
components from more than one hundred different 
sources. To succeed doesn't Just take a bag fu of ca: '1 
and some smart technology Success reqUires ye-J ':0 

master the control of some very sophisticated, 
interconnecting elements. While I'm sure there are other 
companies that have a piece of the pie, I don't believe 
there is any other company that could bring all the pieces 
to the tabl!"> at the same time 

PH: OUr competitors in the bi& big ,cnse are othef ways. 
in which people can spend their disposable time There 
are only so many hours in the day tha' can be expended 
on entertamment· a certain mmber of '1OUrs are 
dedicated to sleepln& eotlng, Working. 11" g('ng to -ch )01. 

Only after these things can pPOP ~ W"~(''l -e'eVL<;lnn 
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he doesn't buy music per se. He buys software. It Just 
happens to be a radically different form of entertainment 
from what I consider to be entertainment. 

I think that we will see the PlayStation evolve into a 
multi-use deVIce that isn't Inherently linked to one form of 
entertainment or another. In fact, this is one of the 
reasons \Nhy we don't bundle any software with the the 
basic paCkage, and a major reason for the neutral design 
of the case itself. It doesn't shout one particular form of 
entertainment or another. It'S a player for all sorts of 
entertainment rather than a hardware device that you 
happen to get with a character-based action game 

PH: well, flfSt of all, nobody ShOuld belittle the 
significance or imp)rtance of dnving. shooting. fighting. 
and guidmg a marsupial through a fantasy world. These 
games are bastions of our marketplace and will continue 
to be very significant portions. Our job flOIN is to groo the 

'THE PlAYSTATION WIll EVOLVE INTO A MUlTI-USE DEVICE THAT ISN'T LINKED TO ONE FORM OF 
ENTERTAINMENT OR ANOTHER. THIS IS WHY THE CASE DESIGN IS NEUTRAL' 

watch a rented mOVie, listen to music, or enjoy some new 
form of entertainment. sony's challenge is to present te 
the consumer a very compelhng set of products that 
enable them to change and shift their attitude to'Nard) 
interactive entertainment - perhaps even to affeef tt)e 
way they consume media in a wider sense 

.: ; 

PH: AbSOlutely. One of sony's fundamental goals IS to 
establish legitimate forms of emenainment that are far 
removed from the games we are raving about tOday. We 
will have consumers who look at their PlayStatlOn as a 
totaUy different form of entertainment device. 

I'll give you an example of what rm talking abOut 
Entertainment With a CD player to you might mean 'The 
Ramones Greatest Hits', but to me it means a totalty 
different type of musical entertainment. To my dad it 
means classical music - he stares with slack-Jawed hor
ror at most contemporary mUSiC, but that doesn't mean 

PlaystatlOn appeal beyond the core gamer 
One example is paRappa the Rapper - just one tiny 

step dO"vVTl the road towards new forms of entertainment. 
It sticks out right nO'N when compared to the fightin& dri
ving and action games that are traditiOnal in the 
marketplace. But two, three, or four years from nO'N, 
these new forms of entertainment won't stand out quite 
so obviouSly because they will become accepted staples 
within a new and very, very interesting marketplace. 

phil : well, there is a checklist of technology that 
everybody seems to talk abOut at the moment. This stuff 
is considered cutting edge OQIN, but we know, from 
SOny's view of the world, that it will appear old hat very 
Quidc.ly. SO anybody who tries to place a stake in the 
ground today and predict the future has got to be £ 
very brave Indeed. And I'm not gonna be flrst. .. 
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PR E SR 
TELLURIAN DEFENDER 

this month's Alphas are kick-started by a searing PC blaster from Psygnosis 

Developed in the UK, PsygnOSIS' latest prOject 

has, at first glance, much in common With 

Nintendo's Star Fox 64. Navigating around the 

expansive environments, players must defend 

a meteor-battered earth from alien InvaSion. 

Delving deeper into the projected list of gameplay 

elements reveals plans for that catch-all factor, 

'resource management' to augment the action. 

HOwever, Ingger happy PC owners need /lOt 

despair, as the strategy is an adjunct to 

Defender's shoot 'em up roots 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

l 
I 
I 
l 
1 
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DUNE 2000 
IMllle Command & conquer made West'M:lOd StudiOS' name, 1992's 

Dune 2: Battle for Afakkls blazed the trail that C&C folK>wed. NOW the 

Las vegas Strategy overlord has refitted the Dune license with the various 

Improvements wrought on the COnquer games MOSI SignifICant is the 

implementation of an Internet multi player game, coupled with updates to 

the AI and interface. Interested parties should maric May 1 In their diaries 

RRMPRGE: WORLD TOUR 

Cult arcade munch 'em up. 

Ram{JiJ8e has already been 

treated to updates on both 

Saturn and PlayStation. Rather 

than leavmg N64 owners out In 

the cold, Midway (published In 

the UK by GT Interactive) has 

created a unIQue version of the 

game le)( them. The three 

player game (missing from 

other versions) Will make the 

tranSItIOn to the N64 IteratlOfl, 

whICh WIll be arcade perfect 

BOMBERMAN HERO : QUEEN MIlIAN ' S RESCU E 

• 

Anyone With even a modest affection for videogammg will have shed a tear over the failure of Bomberman 64 

to pass muster. Perhaps realiSing the error of Its ways, Hudson SOft has rapidly announced this sequel, dubbed 

Bomberman Hero. While visually similar to the first game, a (much-needed) StruCtural revamp IS underway. The 

explosive adventurer can now utilise several props, from snowboards to rOCket packs. Expect further details soon 



HRa:; lltE DRRK AGE 

While the N64'S version of 

Atarl's Mace coin-op fal~ 

to impress (SIX out of ten, ES4l. 

Midway has pressed ahead 

with the game's converSion to 

PlayStatlOl1. While unlikely to 

scrape the tlUe's head on the 

ceiling of Edge's marlmg 

system, the rumoured 

improvement to the frame 

rate should at least make 

MaCe more responsive 

L-________________________________________________________________ -L ___ ~ _____ · _M_A_R_C_H __ '_9_9_8 ______ __ 

RECKIN' BAllS 

GRUESOME CASTlE 

Pencilled in for a May release In the us, Acclaim's Re<:km' Balls IS a 'crazy' 

on-rads racing title for the N64. suspICiously remimscent of DMA'S unsung 

SNES hero Un/rally. AgalllSt cpu, clock or another pnmate, the player must 

successfully gUide one of the eJX)nymous glObes In the chase to the 

course's peak. Standing in the path of victory are gaps in the tracks. only 

passable via the timely deployment of a grappling hook fitted to each ball 

Anonymous antipodean developer Gee WhiZ Entertainment recently posted a demonstratIOn YerSlOll of this 3Dfx platform/adventure 

Gruesome ca!jtle on American Site, Next GeneratlOll Dnlllle. Edge was surpnsed to find a remartably detailed and dIVerting game, gifted 

WIth play mechanics part-way ber.veen Super Mafia 64 and Monkey ISland. Hardware acceleration Imbues castle With all the visual fiZZ 

"requ ired, and an MDK/GoldenEye"style zoom mode (once a pair of binoculars has been obtained). A distributor has yet to be confirmed 

.' p ' 

• 
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GUN GRIFFON 2 

TEKKEN 3 

While the saturn's popularity may be on tne wane In western mark.ets, 

Japanese punters who have kepi the fai th will soon be tre31e<! to Gun 

Griffon 2 Proouced tJt Ioog-standlng 5ega speCialist Takestll MIY3JI, 

GG2 IS an epIc Mech battle game, notable for the macro-scale research 

undertak.en fot its development PlaySt3t1on and N64 versionS have 

been ruled out, \//hile a certain next-generation Sega platform beckons 

The latest Images from the PlayStatiOn version Of Nameo's Te/(ken 3 reveal that work. is continUing apace. AS suspected, 3D backdrops 

have been retained, at least for certain stages, AlthOugh Nameo descrioes thiS as only 40 per cent complete, transparency effects - and 

swordsman YoShimltsu - lOOk ImpressIVe. In Similar faShion to the prevtous Tekken titles, certain attacks are bone-crunching in effect. and 

acrobatiC in execution, Expect a Japanese release on March 26, if al l goes to plan, With a US date in April and a PAL version third-Quarter 

-.---



QURKE 2 Cff 

Id SOftware has confirmed a 

forthcoming set Of capture The 

Flag multiplayer missions for 

its PC grand-slam, Quake 2 

Drawing Insplrallon from ClaSSic 

playground games, C8pture The 

Flag's name pretty much 

explains the goal; to steal the 

opposing team's banner. 

Obviously, the incluSion 01 

Quake 2's varied arsenal makes 

for a rather more dangerous 

experience than a game of 'tag' 

L-________________________________________________________________ -L __ ~£EH>£==~~·~M~A=R~C~H_'~9~9~8~ ____ _ 

INCOMING 

ENIGMA 

Further to last issue's extensive Prcscrcen of the game, Rage QUickly 

delIVered these fresh screenshots from Incommg to Edge Increasmg In 

VIsual magnetism by the day, Rage's action-lest f'lO'N boasts a splltscreen 

two player mooe (belCMl nght), and two fresh environments; desert (belOw 

left) and over-sea More explosive effects, plus a variety of extra craft , 

Flymg In fresh from Japan comes Koei's Enigma. IMIaIIy SImilar 10 Resident EVIl. ItS gameplay actually faUs somewhere betwee'l Capcom's 

classic and ascrolllng beat 'em up of the Double Dragon variety. Oflgmally bundled WIth VldeologJC's PowerVR card (a package thal can now 
be found In TOIcyO for around v9,800 (Un). from where these screens are tak.en, Enigma is now en route for the PlayStation. Adding variety to 

trle game's fight seQuences, Koel has Included both hand-to· hand and armed combat, Wi th Interest underpinned by a Simple tale to explore 
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ERGHEIZ 

REBOOT 

ROAD RASH 3D 

Although scheduled for a March appearance, very little has been seen 

of EA's Pla~tauon and PC InterpretatiOn of Its lik.eable bike 'em up title, 

leading Edge to SUSpect it will suffer from delays. AS subtly hinted at in 

the game's title, th iS time around the action taKes place in 3D landscapes 

• 

After frantically plaYing Square SOft's one-on.one fighting game at ATEI, 

Edge can heartily recommend It to fans of the genre. As mentlOl1ed in 

ES2's Prescreen, ErgheiLs multilayered arenas greatly expand the options 

available during combat, with certain stages spread across three levels 

Published by Namco, the game also offers solid animation and ColliSion 

detection (so often lack.ing from beat 'em ups), and well-paced action 

Marty McFly's hOverboard from 'Back to the Future 2' and uses It to 

facilitate a scl-II romp around the TV senes' themes. Hopefully the 

tricky contrOl system IM I be sorted by the t1rT1e Ifs released thIS summer 

HS 

Jane's Combat Slmulatlons has 

carved ,tself a (well deserved) 

reputation for fantastically 

detailed recreallOns of military 

aircraft on the PC. The group's 

latest creatlOll F· 15 does 

nothing to bucK the trend, 

tearuring the now-oblrgatory 

3D acceleration. The controls 

are remarKably easy to master, 

given the compleXIty of the 

aircraft, althOugh Edge'S lOOps 

soon had the pilOt blacKlng-out 

• 
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MARS MANIACS 

Still without a Publisher at the 

time of wntln& this 3Dfx racing 

game from the multinational 

codeShop Church Of Electronic 

Entertainment, is technically 

highly impressive. set on Mars, 

players get to race around in 

jet-propelled futuristic vehicles 

Inspired by 19505 US muscle 

cars. These 'Nere designed 

in France by a team who also 

contributed deSign work to LuC 

Besson's 'The Fifth Element' 

URBAN ASSAULT 

G. A.S.P . 

M OTO R H E A 0 

Previously known as Anarchy. this action/strategy title from German 

developer TerratOOls Computer Graphics SOlutlOl1 promlSeS to take the 

genre one step further by combining realtm'le strategy With actlOO 

elerT'ents over 30 levels played either In Single Of multi player mode. The 

game is beSt deSCribed as a 3D Command & Conquer. Whether It delivers 

what it the promises will be seen when the game is released later this year 

Work continues on Konaml's title (release date has yet to be determined) 

which would benefit from slightly more responsIVe controls and special 

effects If It'Sgotng to take the N64 beat 'em up title_ In Its favour, It boasts 

a healthy frame rate With some nicely animated and detailed characters 

After Kallsto's beautiful but somewflat empty Ultimate Race PrO (see TestSCreen p98) Digital illuSions' 

decision to concentrate on AI fOf MOtortlead, Its new PC racer, seems Wise. The develOper claims 

mere are no pre-defined routes in Mororhead. Rather, each driver has a unique personality and 

makes realtime decisions. But with a top resolution of 1,600 x 1,200 at SOfps, it's hardly a dog either 
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SEGA RALLY 2 

• 

These new shots of a near-completed version of the sequel to sega's 

highly successful, first arcade rallymg venture illustrate the treacherous 

snow-covered stage and the extent that the developers have gone to 

in trying to recreate a realistic atmosphere. Such details as spectators 

scattering out of the way of an incoming vehicle (far left) and drowning 

the action in a sea of frantic flashlights (below) are impressive 
RECOIL 

While Activision's revamped 

Battlezone follows the current 

vogue for tangling strategic 

elements into a 3D combat 

game. Recoil remains staunchly 

true to the formula the Atari 

original defined. Players must 

guide a futuristiC tank through 

30 miSSions spread over six 

worlds, and - somewhat 

unusually - hardware 

acceration is not compulsory 

for players to enJOY the game 

Having emerged from the arcades and graced the saturn with a particularly playable version (see E531. Tecmo's 

beat 'em up will soon arrive on the PlayStatlOn. Having earned over the best features from the Saturn adaptation, 

the game Will also incluc!e additional touches such as new stages, extra characters and alternative outfits. 

However, the most significant change - in terms of playabilitY - will be the promised Dual Shock compatibilitY 



G-DAAIUS 

Talto'S PlayStation conversion 

promises to be a faithful 

representation of the arcade 

shoot 'em up, With all of the 

numeroos, glganttc and 

rotating sprites making an 

appearance throughOut the 

game's lS zones - featUring 

30 areas Judging by the 

game's current form, the 

finished version could prove 

a contender fCl the current 

leader of the genre, Ray Storm 

VIGILANTE 8 

BIO FREAKS 

BA NJ 0 - K A ZOO lE 

EDG£" MARCH 1998 

Players eagerly awaiting the PlayStatlon InterpretatlOrl of ActiVlSlOl1'S very 

en)oyable Interstate 76, might be Interested to learn that the prOject has 

transformed Itself IntO a car combat Sim and (regrettabtyl appears to have 

lost most of Its seventies-Influenced atmospllere, HOwever, Initial 

Impressions of its replacement are good, with commendable car physics, 

imaginative environments, powerful wea~ns and relentless action 

Nmtendo 64 fighting games are now coming thICk and fast. Desperately 

trying not to follow rl the footSteps of Midway'S preYlOUS assault on the 

genre, War Gods, IS 610 Frea/cs, Developed In the UK by saffire, rapid 

battles and skin-soft texture mapping are two of the game's plus points 

Rare's soon-to-be-released colourful extravaganza is stili scheduled ICl a March release, and these 

latest screenshots offer lurther indication 01 what awaits players. considering the playable versions 

Edge has seen recently, garners can confidently expect another title displaYing all at Rare's game 

design skil l coupled With the N64 expertise the company has consistently shown over the last year 

• 
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SILICON VA LL I 

So far, DMA has proved to be the least productive member of Nintendo's 'Dream Team', 
so expectat ions for this retro-tinged space adventure are correspondingly high 

Snow-themed sections 
may not scream 
oritlnaUty. but DMA will 
doubtless offer a surprise 
or two to prevent the 
,ame bein, predidable 

.... MA, a champion of eclectic, innovative 
1:.11 game concepts, was a natural choice 
for Nlntendo's 'Dream Team', With a track 
record including Unirally for the SNES, Hired 
Guns for the Amiga, the universal hit 
Lemmmgs and, more recently, the 
controversial Grand Theft Auto, DMA has a 
burden of expectation to live up to, Edge was 
privileged to be granted a preview of Its first 
N64 project space Station Silicon valley, and 
first impressions are very favourable, 

Germinated in the fertile mind of DMA's 
'full time guru' David Jones (now also creative 
director at parent company Gremlin 
Interactive), Silicon valley requires the player 
to regain control of an ancient space station 

• 

that has reappeared after a thousand-year 
absence. complicating matters are the 
oddball descendants of the ship's 'Nanobots', 
created as part of the craft's experimental 
mission to create 'hving' robots. 

In the millenia since the ship's 
disappearance in 205{), the NanobOts have 
evolved into forms that will go down in 
history as some of the strangest game 
characters to have originated from designers 
operating within the western hemisphere. 
Players will be confronted by menagerie of 
mind-bending. acidic scope, from dancing 
sheep and flying dogs to juggling bears and 
rocket-wielding foxes. 

Once an Impressively specced battle 
droid (dubbed EVO), the player's character 
begms the game in the denuded form of a 
bOx of chips follOWing an unfortunate 
encounter With the space station's surviving 
defences. What makes Silicon valley 
particularly interesting is that this rather less 
than impreSSive paCkage can still be used to 
seize control of all of the game's creatures 

Some of the charaders 
appear to be better 
reaUsed than others ... 
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Unsurprlslncty, not an 
of the ca.,e t.kes place 
In outdoor settings 

DMA's designers hne unleashed their apparently unhinced imaginations with aplomb -
there won't be many cames with charaders to rival those of Space Station Silicon Valley 

and their abilities. Gamers with long 
memories (and a history of good taste) will 
doubtless recall Andrew Braybrook's 8 and 
16-bit classic paradroid, which featured a 
similar gameplay system. DMA's Brian 
Baglow concurs with this, although he adds 
that 'Paradroid didn't allow you to kill Sheep 
or catch flies with your tongue.' 

The space station's cavernous interior has 
afforded the desgners room to breathe. 
Si/icon valley boasts 30 levels spread over 
fIVe distinct environments; EuroEden, Arctic, 
Jungle, Desert and, finally, the Ship'S control 
room. FoUowing the GTA precedent, there will 
be a number of sub-missions within each 
stage. completing all these peripheral tasks in 
addition to the levels proper will reveal a set 
of extra stages; and, given the cartridge's 
64Mbit (8Mb) size, there is reasonable scope 

• 

--

for Silicon valley to contain as rich a variety of 
locales and creatures as super Mario 64. 

Silicon Valley's colourful visuals might 
cause it to be pigeonholed alongside 
Nlntendo's traditional cutesy, inoffensive fare. 
However, Baglow doesn't necessarily agree 
with that view. 'Some people will see this as a 
kid's game simply because it doesn't have a 
rocket launcher and heads bouncing off 
walls. They're wroog - Silicon valley has a 
very, very twisted story1ine that will definitely 
appeaLto a "grown-up" audience. I'm not 
going to tell you exactly what it is, though ... ' 

The enigma that Baglow is so keen to 
preserve for the present Will be exposed later 
this year. The nine-strong development team 
is optimistic that Silicon valley will be one of 
next Christmas' must-have t.itleS; Edge £ 
sees little reason to doubt it 

Despite their polypn 
nature. the charaders 
man ale to exude a hip 
decree of charisma 
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SH ADO 
Acclaim's comic book rights gave Turok a wealth of leftfield comic book credibility. 

Can Iguana UK utilise Shadow Man's similar roots to forge a success? 

Shadow Mon boasts vast locations, with exterior settinls blendinl 
seamlessly into detailed interion. Tbe cake is iced with ,tuesome coloun 

Resident Evil has met: 
its match, In the gloomy 
loutions war, at least 

IiJ hadow Man, another of Acclaim's 
• comic book properties, has lingered on 

the periphery of specialist store shelves for 
much of its existence. But all that may 
change now that he is poised to become the 
hero of his own game - one that should turn 
as many heads as stablemate rurok· 
Dmosaur Hunter did before 

Following Its exclUSive first look at the 
game in E47, Edge returned to Iguana UK's 
Stockton-on-Tees headquarters to gauge 
the game's progress. Shadow Man's 
conception was relatively simple, although its 
story IS anything but. 'We created the 
engine: Iguana UK's creative director GUy 
Miller says, 'and Acclaim said, 'here are 
some comics - which one would you like to 
do?' There were about eight of them, but we 
picked out Shqdow Man immediately.' 

What the team found was the dark and 
complex tale of a dead man named LeRol, 
who travels between real life and a 
netherworld called 'Dead side', wherein he 
possesses the voodoo power of the Shadow 

• 

Man. LeRoi is also a professor of English 
literature - and an assassin. Iguana has 
done well to translate the character's 
richness into a videogame environment. 

Assuming.the role of Shadow Man, the 
player must prevent a cadre of dead mass 
murderers from opening up gateways to 
the real world through which the armies of 
darkness can pour forth. Play shi fts from 
Deadside to the living world and back again, 
with the player being forced to cope with 
juggling the roles of l eRoi and Shadow Man 
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TAKING THE ROLE OF SHADOW MAN HIMSElf, PlRYERS 
MU' PR - A ID "1f ·IURDERI RS 

FROM OPENING UP GATEWAYS TO THE REAL WORLD 

while evading the murderous pursuers. 
Depending on which world the player is m, 
enemies take on di fferent physical forms or 
adopt cunning disguises. 

'We've taken ·SevenH

, "Silence of the 
Lambs", "Jacob's Ladder", all thOse thrillers,' 
says Iguana UK's Project Manager Simon 
Phipps, 'and we've tried to mimic the coolest 
parts.' Phipps is adamant that Iguana's new 

Shadow Man's art direction reflects many of the current trends in comic 
book deslp. creating unique and fasclnatinclocations, with rich coklur 

• 

As these saeens show. there's some way to Co before ShDdotlll Man's 
non- p!ayer- charaden are fully deployed_ However. crocodile erappllnc 
could' become nut winter's favourite edreme sport (top left) 

3D action/adventure engine will take the 
horror genre to the next level. 'You can't 
make people laugh easily in games,' he 
begins, 'and you certainly can't make them 
cry. But you can scare them.' 

Already apparent are the technological 
advances that will set Shadow Man apart 
from the rest of the pack. Of particular note 
is the game's AI, and the vast dimenSions of 
many of the game's locations. 

Shadow Man's range of movement is also 
a step forward. 'The technology should not 
stop you from dOing things you want to do,' 
says Phi pps. So instead of hOlstering a gun 
before rolling forward and producing a key, 
the player can now do it all in one move. 

Iguana began by creating the real-world 
elements of the game (set in New Orleans) 
before dreaming up the Deadside. Inspiration 
lay close at hand, however, among Northern 
England's industrial debriS. 'We've drawn on 
some local locations,' Phi pps explains. 'We 
wanted a Cronenberg-esQue look that would 
make the player feel uncomfortable.' 

Both Phipps and Miller were once 
employed at Core Design, and one design 
priority of Shadow Man was to implement 
concepts and features that were 
compromised during Tomb Raide(s 
gestation. 'We want to take the story and 
weave it into the game so you are exploring it 
as you prOgress,' says Miller. 'What you 
usually get WIth games IS this incredible back 
story, and then the game comes along and 
you Just run around shooting stuff.' 

If Shadow Man lives up to its creators' 
expectations, N64 and PC owners Will £ 
have an autumn to remember. 

"tNy inspired by 115 
Iocole. ....... UK shoald 
perhaps consider a 
chance of scene" . 
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RE DlINE R 
While most developers bitten by the racing bug might go down the typica l car-based road, 

Criterion Studios is taking an alternate route in releasing a bike-related arcade experience 

Ir.II iven the success of PC Mato Racer, it is 
a surpriSing to find so few examples of 
two wheeled vehicle-based titles among the 
ever-increasing racing genre. Despite the fact 
that car motorsport is more widespread that 
ItS bike counterpart, this IS stili an odd set of 
circumstances given that motorcycle racing 
has a huge following and, when competently 
developed, bike games can provide as 

• 

If the version ldp played is anythlnc to CO by. the other riders fad", the 
player should prove fonnidable opponents in the final version. 11Ie radnc 
action also SHms dose. with partidpants swapping positions endlessty 

exhilarating an experience as any four 
wheeled racer. 

Commendably, rather thaA adding to the 
burgeoning Quantity of car-based racing 
games, Guildford-based Criterion Studios is 
attempting to steal the laurels from 
Delphine's genre leader. 'We figured racing 
was the experience we wanted,' explains 
Jonathan Small, Criterion's head of game 
development. 'We figured PCs now have the 
performance to provide the full arcade 
experience ... good bike racing games were 
rare and had some fundamental differences 
to car racing games, not least the 
vulnerability of the rider.' 

Perhaps predictably, the physics models 
proved to be the most testing challenge. 'This 
turned out to be an exceptionally hard 
problem - haw does a human ride a bike? 
Ask a bike rider and you get some pretty 
weird answers,' declares Small. 

'You don't need to turn the front wheel to 
steer the bike, it's all through weight... then 
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Because of its arcade-style approach. the range of courses in Redllne 
Racing encompasses the full breadth of orthodox racing environments 

of course bike riders know when the corner is 
coming and therefore start their motions well 
before it Using normal computer controls, 
this would require the game controlling the 
rider to predict what the rider would have to 
do. Modelling people's intentions, mmm ... all 
of a sudden a car racing game seemed 
incrediblyattractive.' 

At one stage of development, the team 
had ten different physics models running, 
including one wh ich attempted to emulate a 
real rider's approach to a corner. '[It I sort of 
worked except that it was bloody hard to 
control and fundamentally, it wasn't that 
much fun: says Small. 'It was cool, though
you cou ld blow the bike up and have the 
wheels bouncing down the road, and you 
could move the weight of the rider and watch 
its effect on the suspension.' 

Yet Criterion stuck at it and the resulting 

The obligatory replay mode uses the usual 
low, dramatic camera angles to good effect 

• 

Redline Racing offers players the chance to 
race on a tota l of ten (reversible) tracks 
featuring four different environments
English countryside, desert canyon, alpine, 
and beach - aga inst 19 other competitors. 
The usual arcade, time trial and network 
options as well as force-feedback joystick 
support complete the package. 

Visually the game is also impressive, with 
highly detailed scenery whizzing past at very 
smooth and fast rate, courtesy of Intel's AGP 
acceleration which permits greater data 
throughput between the CPU and the video 
card. Criterion is not including a software 
version so potential bikers will have to - if 
they haven't already - invest in a pukka 3D 
card. The resulting racing environment, 
particularly the snaw course, with its realtime 
lighting, weather and particle effects 
somehow justifies the expense, 

As with any racing game, there are extras 
to reward players and keep their interest in 
the title. As such, an eclectic collection of 
bonus vehicles - which includes an airborne 
speeder bike in the style of 'Return of the 
Jedi' - awaits selection. In addition, Criterion 
will be offering Redline RaCing players the 
opportunity to down load extra tracks and 
vehicles from its website. 

The version Edge played posed a 
particularly tough challenge, with very little 
room for error. Whether this might prove too 
much for some players remains to be seen, 
yet things are looking good for Criterion, In its 
present form, Redline Racing boasts better 
visua ls and a more elaborate physics model 
than any of its predecessors and may also 
deliver the most convincing arcade-like £ 
experience so far. 

The alpine sections in 
the game feature some 
impressive - and 
apposite - weather 
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FO RS 
The success of Turok: Dinosaur Hunter gave a struggling Acclaim a shot in the arm last year. 

The debt that Probe's 
,ame owes to Descent 
IS instantly obvious 

Can a new Descent-alike further re-establish the American-owned soltco as a major force? 

D or far too long, the otherwise admirable 
concept of cross-platform development 

has been flawed by lazy execution. Happily, 
Acclaim's approach with Forsaken is more 
enlightened than a rushed port 

This 3D blaster will come In N64, PC and 
PlayStation flavours. But while each adheres 
to the same template, which Edge reported 
on from the offices of Probe in E47, the N64 
game is markedly different in both plot and 
play. Probe's involvement continues on the 
PC and PlayStation verSions, where Forsaken 
is set in a post-apocalyptic future. The solar 
system has been aCCidentally irradiated and, 
after the precautionary installation of 
anti-theft droids, abandoned. Assuming the 
role of a scavenger, the player takes to an 
anti-gravity pinocycle and seeks fortune 
through exploration and confrontation. 

Acclaim's brief was for a significantly 
different game, 'more Nlntendo-ish' 
according to Iguana UK'S prOject manager 
Bob McCracken. For starters, Probe's 
free-for-all plot has been replaced with a 
heroic Quest. In Forsaken 64, the robots are 
now a ruthless force that has conquered the 
Earth. In turn, the characters are warriors 
striving to overthrow them. It's amazing what 
a bit of PR can do for a space pirate. 

• 

All incarnations of FoI'SGken will support multiplayer laminl_ On a PC up to 
ten players can meet over. LAN or the Internet while the PlayStatlon and 
the N6. treatments will offer two and fourplayer modes respectively 

With subterranean passages, robot 
guardians and 360 degrees freedom of 
movement, the resemblance to Interplay's 
semina l Descent is unmistakable. But Probe's 
aim is not to copy but to evolve the genre. 
Forsaken offers lots more variety on all 
platforms than Descent ever did. The player 
has'1 characters to choose from, each with 
different driving and combat abilities. And 
Forsaken's 16 disparate levels should also 
keep things fresh. 

The PlayStatlon version of Forsnen has been massivety optlmlsed with 
assembty code in an effort to keep up with the other two formats 
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Nlntendo owners are 
treated once acaln to 
two· and fourplayer 
split·screen ,amin, 

Empty slots un be 
taken up by CPU 
players In Forsaken '" 

'It's not just one brown level followed by 
another or a mine followed by a mine: as 
Probe's director of development, Tony 
Beckwith was happy to explain. 'We have a 
capsized ship, a space station, Bio-domes, 
AZtec temples and loads more.' 

There are also a healthy variety of 
weapons, centred around three types - guns, 
mines and missiles. 'It's been cleverly thought 
out.' claims Beckwith. 'There are instant-hit. 
spreadfire and bouncing weapons. The player 
has to think. tactically.' 

On an accelerated PC, Forsaken looKs 
stunning. The lighting effects are particularly 
not€'vVorthy, with most objects emittmg their 
own glOlN. But Beckwlth is most proud of the 
water, boasting 'when drips splash into the 
water, it causes ripples to expand outward in 
concentric circles. It looks impressive on all 
three formats.' 

On the PC, it's all done with Direct 3D, 
although Beckwith claims that observers 
mistook an earlier self-playing demo for a 
Glide-driven 3Dfx game. Edge has also 
witnessed Forsaken running on a Creative 
Labs 3D Blaster Voodoo 2 to dazzling effect. 

The PlayStation version obviously 
struggles to match such turbo-charged PCs. 
Heavy use of SOny's new PlayStation 
Performance Arlalyzer and palnstakmg 
optlmisation with assembly code is Probe's 
strategy for tackling the greying console. 

After Turol(, Iguana's technical expertise 
with Nintendo's console IS already beyond 
doubt. perhaps more interesting is the extent 
to which the codeshop has taken on board 
Nintendo's mindset. 'DeSign-wise, we have 
adopted t~e Nintendo design prinCiple of 
rewarding both ends of the gameplay 
spectrum,' McCracken says. He sees these 
extremes as the 'speed player', wIlo needs 
enough missions, graphical effects and 
challenges to pick up and put down the game 

• 

~ . 

The spedally allllmlssioned soundtrack to Forsaken Is beln, «eated by a 
two--man outfit known as Swarm, and their ten tracks are due to be remixed 
by 'name' Db. Sadly, Acdaim has so far refused to name any names 

in an hour, and what he terms 'bump panel 
players' - garners who leave no stone 
unturned In their search for secret levels, 
bosses and exotic weapons. 

weapons and characters will remain the 
same, although there are only eight of the 
latter on the N64, but probably the biggest 
difference lies in the level designs. The N64 
version will have 23 levels in all, based 
around five types: collect, defend, destroy, 
clear and boss missions. 

We don't want to say too much at the 
moment, but the game experience evolves 
and expands depending upon the skill and 
inquisitiveness of the player,' says 
McCracken. 'And this doesn't mean putting 
them through the same missions again but 
with twice as many enemies.' 

Edge awaits all three versions of £ 
Forsaken with relish. 

Coloured lichtin, and a bi, boss from the 
PlayStatlon's Forsaken 

The wide tunnels and sp.1lces in ForsGken are impressive, but Ed,e 
wonders if ,amers will miss the claustrophobic atmosphere of Descent 
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HOLY MAGI C CE 
Now that the PlayStation has the definitive RPG in the form of Final Fantasy VII, the N64 

has some ground to make up. Along with Nintendo itself, Imagineer is taking up the baton ... 

The environments in the game rival those of the forthcomlnc Legend of 
Zelda: Ocarina of Time, ofterinc some quite astonishin, views (top) 

.... riginally dubbed Ouest 64, _Imagineer's 
a RPG seemed destined to disappear Into 
the black hole of rhetoric that has consumed 
so many potential N64 titles. Happily, 
however, Edge can now confirm that HOty 
MagiC Century, as it is now known in the 
west. is in excellent health and set for release 
in the UK by Konami this summer. 

Century is based around the adventures 
of a young boy (currently named ShanJanque, 
although such details are particularly subject 
10 change), g"ifted with powers over the four 
elements. He must employ his magical 
abilities to aid him as he searches for the lost 
book of the spirit Tamers. During the turn
based combat, players can access 

• 

Shanjanque's spells through the N64 's four C 
buttons, to great visual effect 

upon first venturmg into the game, the 
smoothness and scope of the graphics is 
extremely impressive. The animation of the 
main character is reminiscent of Mario in his 
64bit guise, while the scale of environments 
also draws comparison with Super Mario 64. 
Distant objects are clearly dra'Ml, increasing 
In detail as players approach, as Edge 
discovered when examining white flecks that 
eventually revealed themselves to be sheep. 

There is a mild reduction in frame rate 
when the character enters towns and 
villages, but given the number of structures 
and other characters on screen at the same 
time, it's forgivable. 

With ze/qa: OCarina of Time hitting shop 
shelves in the same quarter, Holy Magic 
Century could find itself cold shouldered by 
consumers. Conversely, with gamers' 
appetites whetted, Century may find the 
market eager for more, and on the early 
promise shown by the game, that £ 
attention should be well deserved. 

The variety of NPCs 
found in the came are 
diverse and detailed 
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TOCA creator Codemasters has secured the License 
to buiLd a sequeL around the expLoits of British 
raLLy ace CoLin McRae. Edge braved the WiLtshire 
wiLds to find out more ... 

• 
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L 
ne of last year's premier racing games on PC and PlayStation was TOCA Tourmg Car Championship, 
created by long-standing British developer, Codemasters. Featuring superb handling, TOCA was a 
detailed recreation of the British Touring Car Championship, fulfilling a conceptual promise 

originally made by psygnosis' Formula 1. At time of press, TOGA was still riding high in the UK sales charts, 
indicating that public appreciation of the game matched Edge's own. So Edge visited Codemasters' remote 
Warwickshire base to examine TOCA's spiritual successor, Co/in McRae Rally. 

After meeting Rally's producer, Guy Wilday, Edge was given the chance to play through some of Rally's 
part-finished stages. The (authentic) lack of other cars on-screen takes some adjusting to, particularly 
following TOGA's packed raceways. However, rallying is all about setting the quickest time between points, 
and McRae Rally is true to its inspiration. Promisingly, the handling of the cars also demonstrates a similar 
degree of fidelity. Equally notable is the increase in scenery when compared to TOCA, along with the facility 
to adventure off into it following particularly heavy crashes. 

To augment Rally's realism, wilday's team has taken drastic steps, including laser scanning scale models 
of the actual competition cars, along with sampling both engine and road noise - and McRae himself. 
Additionally, videos of tracks from around the globe were studied, to ensure that locations from Greece to 
Indonesia were true to actuality. Play options so far finalised are a two-player mode, along with a novel 
repair aspect that rewards careful as well as rapid driving. Keen to know more, Edge cornered wilday, 
switched on the Anglepoise, and began the Interrogation .. 

Edge: What do you feel are the strongest aspects to McRae Rally? 
GUY Wilday: We've tried very hard on a number of areas. The way the cars handle has been the central 
element that we've built everything around. The cars slide around a lot - we've tried to get that feel, that ... 

• 



... excitement. so it looks like you're Colin McRae 
haring around in a rally car. So that, mixed with 
the whole Jook of the countries, so that you really 
are immersed in the game. Sections like the 
English stages, where the trees are really dense, 
you really do get the feeling that you're there. 
Edge: HOW involved was McRae? 
GW: He played it very recently and was very 
happy with the handling, even playing it on the 
keyboard. Almost immediately he was sideways 
going around a corner, which was exactly what 
we're aiming for - for anyone to be able to pick it 
up and do that. He was very, very positive about it. 
He had a good look at the countries as well. 
because ObviouSly he's driven through them, and 
again the feedback was that we'd got it right. 
Edge: Did any of the development group actually 
drive a rally car prior to work commencing? 
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GW: when the project was setting up, the main 
core of the team went to a rally school and drove 
200bhp Sierra Cosworths - which was a lot of fun. 
The mechanics guy and most of the programming 
people, the people that were going to have a real 
impact on the way the game played, they all went 
and got a gOOd impression of what it's like 
first-hand. That did a lot, certainly for the handling. 
It's not ideal, but it's a pretty gOOd introduction. 
Edge: Every game has its mfluences. What 'rivals' 
did you and the team play during development? 
GW: We looked at everything that was around, like 
Network 0, V-Rally, Screamer 2 and Screamer 
Rally, plus all of the PlayS tat ion racers like Ridge 
Racer, and of course now, Gran Turismo. Of those 
it was probably Screamer Rally that influenced me 
the most, just because the handling's so good. It's 
reany satisfying when you get a powerslide going. 
The racing's really close - if you make a mistake 
on a corner people go flying past you - it's fun. 
Edge: Do you think it's a problem coming into the 
market after the massive success of V-Rally? 
GW: I think that it created a lot of awareness, and 
that people are perhaps look:.ing for rally games on 
the PlayStation more than they were before. And 
hopefully, if there is that awareness in the market, 
then we can make the most of it with our game. 
Edge: Gamers obviously see Colin McRae Rally as 
a sister title to TDCA Was there much taken from 
that game in terms of people and technOlogy? 
GW: A few people did shift over. The PlayStation 
guys are the same, plus the artist who deSigned 
the cars, but the rest of the team is fresh, 
including all the programming people on the team. 
Edge: Was much of the TDCA 3D engine used? 

Careless drlvlne costs .. , quite a lot actually - as players will discover at the end of staees. Neuss.,y 
repairs, such as re-attachlne bumpers (see above) will dedud valuable minutes from race times 

GW: we've taken the engine and tweaked It for 
what we wanted to do, so we're definitely shifting 
a lot more polygons than TDCA in the landscape. 
We've tailored it tQlNards that. That's given us the 
opportunity to do different effects on the cars. 
Edge: The PlayStatlon verSion has to be able to 
stand comparison with ItS accelerated PC Sibling 
IS Rally stretching Sony's machine to Its limits? 
GW: I think we're getting there. OVer the past two 
years we've seen games get closer and closer to 

-"'!hUe never likely to match the visual clarity of the a«elerated pt version, McRae RaJIy on the 
PlaySbttlon runs hlcher-resolutlon than TOC::A and manaee, to avoid pop-up to a remarkable extent 

• 

the limit - and things like Sony's performance 
analyser are just gOing to help us get there even 
quicker. It's been difficult to know exactly how 
well we've been doing up until nQIN, but we can 
grade stuff ourselves and really get a good idea 
of how we're dOing. I like to think we're using the 
Playstation well, and will continue to do that. 
Edge: In development terms, is It hard switching 
bP.tween the PC and Playstatlon versions? 
GW: They're very different formats, and it is 
difficult trying to come up with a game that's going 
to show off the features of both. ! think with Rally, 
in particular, we've managed to pull that off. 
Obviously the 3Dfx version looks stunning, but the 
PlayStation version is in no way disappointing. 
There's always that gap, but if you can keep it as 
close as possible without compromising what's 
being done on the PC - that's the way to go. 
Edge: Given that the verSion Edge has seen 
was runnmg through 3Dfx on a P300, what's 
gOing to be the actual minimum PC speC? 
GW: It's early days, but realistically we're looking 
at something like a P166 with 3Dfx, or a P200 in 
software. The 3D hardware version is going to be 
the one to have. we're supporting all of the major 
chipsets, although it's all D3D - we're not £ 
doing anything card specific at the moment 
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Technical Dlractor, Id software 

Carear hlghllgl!t: building the engine that created the ~ genre Carear lowIlght: ~ 2 

~ Is difficult to determine the high point of John Cannadc's ca""", I"""nting the 3D game genre, creeting 
wo/fenste/n 3D, ~ or QUake - any of these would suffice. A se~-descr1bed 't2Chnology ldeallst,lfs hart! 
to engage him In conveIS8tIon until you h~ a hot spot - OpenGL versus 030, tor example. Through the 
success of the QUake licensing Initiative, his wor1c Is actually more Important to the Industry now, with 
legions of 'next Carmecics' trying to equal his Impact EXpect the decisions he makes on his next project 
Trinity, to have far-reaching effects on everything from the next generation of 3D cards, to what APls other 
developers will be using. to possibly the feature set of Microsoft's future versions of 01rectX. 

Biggest challenge In 1998: A Trinity-based game tor Christmas? 
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Chairman and eEO. SOny 
computer Entertainment Amer1C1! 

ca""" hlgllllgt1t: designing the 
PlayStation 

ca""" Iowtlgllt: TIle PlayStation as 
a super Nintendo add-on 

Ken Kutaragi led the etrort to create a 
CD-ROM add-on for super NI_. 
When Nlntendo killed \flat effort. he 
looked five yea'" ahead, decided 3D was 
the future, and while his contemporaries 
at sega, Ata" and 300 were creating 
great sprite engjnes, he built what was, 
at the time, the most powerfullow-cost 
3D generator on the planet. 

Since then, he has moved on to 
management (While still keeping an 
Interested eye on, and some say hand In. 
developmenij, taking control of SCEA. Irs 
a post \flat puts him second only to Teny 
ToIrunaka, head of SCElln Tokyo. TIle 
added responsibility hasn't hurt his good 
natlJre, thougl1- when he saw his test 
photos, he Insisted on changing the 
entire arrangement of the shoot Why? 
~ese pictures look too ser1ous\' 

Bluest challenge In 1998: Keeping 
people believing In PlayStation as cuttlng
edge ted1no1ogy after four years 
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VPof~I"'tIoi._ 

RAD, Sony COIIIpuMr 
En-....ot_ 

can. IoIIhIIIlt Approved FInal 
FIIfIIlIsy VII 
can.1owI&ht Approved FiInIJtstIc 
Four 

After a _ rise at SCE Europe, HIITIoon 
(Who's only 27) _ appollllad as 
~. oIpIt-hllnd II11II at SCEA. R 
_', kid< that put hin thont: HIITIoon Is 

..ucuIate ..... b"IIIII ... '~ and has a-. 
• for Il1o futUre. (He's also adapt at 
dodging questions he doesn', _ ID 

answer - on the record. at least) 
Ultlmatllly, he's oasponsIbIe for the 

IXlI1tIInIS oIlMIIY pme released for 
PIayStatIon In the us. Whether It's. MW 
set oIlJIOIIIlII11m1ng 1_1mm-. 
on Its way to US dew al opers or ftnaI code 
for a tIllnIi>artY pme, ~ all,...... across 
HIITIoon's __ 

IIIgost __ In 1991: COOWInc:Ing 

third ponies ID cootInue de>aIopIng for 
PIayStatIon as more powerful syst8mS 
_on Il10_ 
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career highlight: Made Nlntendo 64 a success in the US 
caree' _Ight: Failed 1Xl S1Xlp Virtual Boy 

Howard Uncotn, Mlnoru Arakawa and Peter Main have done in the US what Nlntendo has failed to do In 
Japan and Europe - make Nlntendo 64 an unqualified success. While the post-launch months were poor, 
the system now boasts a small yet solid library of Iour- and flve-star games (with the fighting and sports 
genres as notable exceptions). 

WIth the Nlntendo 64 benefltlng from a combination of quality first-party titles and mar1<etlng 
carefully targeted at 12-year-olds, it's not surprlslng that this Is the same team that saved the US 
videogame industry In 1985 with the NES. Nlntendo has a well-deserved reputation as a conservattve 
company, but in person. Uncoln, Main and Arakawa are not the stuffed suits one might expect 
Presented with a pack of Nlntendo playing cards (the company Is sbll Japan's leading producer of both 
western and tradttJonal hanafuda cards), they quickly got into a raucous game of five-card stud. 

Biggest cllallenga In 1998: Releasing decent 3D fighters and sports titles on Nlntendo 64 
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Senior VP and executIVe producer, 
OI1g1n 

career hlgltllgltt: tile Ultima series, 
exdudlng Ultima VIII 

career IowIIght Ultima VIII 

Orfgin's tag line is 'We create worfds: 
A more accurate descr1ptton might be 
'RIchard Garrlot creates warfds. and then 
we publish H;lem: Garrfot wrote Ultima In 
BASIC; now ultima Onl/ne Is the most 
ambitious (If flawed) onllne project yet 

BetwelftJese two projects. the Ultima 
series has embraced almost every 
gamepiay and technolog1callnnovation 
possible. Although many others have 
contributed to the series' success, the 
final arbiter of all things British Is Garr10t 

He even goes so far as to place hlmsetf In 
his games as the character Lord Brttlsh 
(and was actually assassinated durtng tile 
_ test of Ultima Onllne). 

8Igest challenge In 1998: Maklng 
everyone forget about Ultima VIII with 
Ultima IX; getting the malcontents on 
Ultima OnJine to stDp whining (good lUCk) 
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Chief operating OffIcer. 
sega of America 

career hlghlJ&hl: securing ~I Kombat 3 
as an exclusive for the PlayStation (this Is 
AmerIca. remembell 
career -J&hI: The satum comeback 

As head of third-party relations at SOny. 
stoIar was instrumental In securfng exclustve 
software support for the PlayStation, His 
defection to Sega sent major waves through 
the Industry. but the planned revitalization of 
the saturn never happened. WIth almost no 
third-party suppon left for saturn and only a 
few 5ega dUes _ for 1998. S1DIar's 
current worIdoad Is focused on building 
deIIeIoper suppon for the Katana platform 
At this point. brlnging 5ega back from the 
brink could take a superhuman effort - but 
that's exactly the kind of thing for which 
Stolar has become known. 

BIggest cI1allenp In 1998: Garner1ng 
enough third-party support for Katana to 
ensure It fares better than saturn 
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...... PnIduct ...... Jr. DIrecIX. __ 

_ I ...... 'L_S.O 
-1IiIIIIIItL _ 3.0 

For ... tile PC da\"OPl,MI1t community 
"'loIWOCIfar. _ and __ '" 
_ far _ LLiILCItIttoS. WIth the_ 

"'_ 5.0 last AttIPJSt. _ DIIIas and 
the _ tgn at MIcnlsoft_1InoIIy 

IIIIIIIY _ on their promise "'8 hI&It
IM,,"U."'. eosy-to-use APt set. .-. 
~ on the DIractX project for:non: 1Itan • 
_. Dallas has _ the cornpony 1ItroLiBII 
the dwBlopment RI ..... of DtrectX 3.0 
IItd tOM 5.0 (Microsoft ........ not to c:raate. 
_ 4.0). And _ the p:ocess that took 
the project fnlm _ 1.0 1ItroLiBII to 5.0 

has been along IItd sometimes painful ono. 
both Mk:rosoft nt de\: B I C!p8I'S seam to 
.... that the results __ -'" the wait. 

....... ~ lit 1998: MaI<lttg Direct)( 
wo:1< with WI_ 98. while conunuJrtg the 
expeci8d Impnwements 
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Presrdent.. Westwood studios 

Career highlight: COmmand & Conquer 
Career Iowllght: Sold Westwood to Virgin 
too soon and for too little money 

Vegas-based Westwood 5bJdlos gave birth to 
the realtime strategy genre with DUne 11 and 
took it to the next level with Command & 
Conquer. sperry's latest gift to garners? 
Blade Runner, which proves that Westwood 
Is continuing 'Its quest to push gameplay and 
technology to new heights. EXpect other 
industry players to keep lOOking to Sperry for 
creative direction - whether they admit to It 
or not. 

Biggest challenge In 1998: Keeping 
Westwood Studios Intact no matter what 
happens to Virgin Interactive, the parent 
company currentty surrounded by rumours 
of a takeover 
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_to ShIny EntertaInment 

car.. hllliIII,t EartI.-m JIm 
car.. '-II&ht: Shlny's continuing Inability 
10 ship WIld 9S 

What. DIMi Peny In Edp opIn? ves, and 
not jUst becaUSe he IIII88d 10 _ off his 
shlot for 1Iie __ Let's Just SIIY he IIIces 
people 10 know who he Is, HIs stoameIess 
seIf-poomotlon might be more IrrttatIng H he 
wasn't right so often about prTIOIIIay and 
tachnoIog1caI delJelopments. After 8 

massIVely successful stint at VIrgin craatlng 
sIdHcroIIers, he founded ShIny, a98ted 
EartI.-m J/m (WIth 00Ug TennapeI, now 01 
1Iie NeWi_, and got entIaid by 1Iie 
mao_It .... 1IcensI11I- 0I1Iie 
business -10 1Iie doti1ment 01 hIs-..s' 
sua:ess. The MOl( ""'5 deporIure 10 form 
Planet Moon may _ been.-...up call: 

Peny's taking. r..-Inbirest In 
detoolopmenl and stiny'S newest projects, 
MessIah, Fly I1y WIn! (both In E5O) and 1Iie 
stIIl __ sacrtfIce, i0oi< Invincible . 

..... .. _,_In 1991: Getting 
_ 9S cut 1Iie door; convlndng Bi1an F8IgO 
10 ........ Fly I1y WI", 
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Chairman and eEO. Electronic Arts 

career hllhllght: Establishing the strongest 
brand names In gaming (EA Sports. Origin, 
Bullfrog. Maxis) 
career lowIllht Madden '96 not shipping 

Many assumed that EA's best days were over 
when Trip Hawkins left for 300. under Larry 
Probst. however, the company has continued 
to excel In the two things It has always done 
well- pioneering new strategies, then 
exploiting them better than its competitDrs . 
Tlle flrst to publish games deVeloped out""
house, ~ was also the ftrst to acquire other 
companies wtthout .... mllatlng them. Tllls 
strategy has paid oft the Il1de"0,,do".8 gMn 
to Bullfrog ond 0I1gIn has rasu~ In_ 
that hIM! earned critical and ftnanclal success. 

-...ot _ .... In 1991: Keeping EA 
Spans' current ImplOsIon from permanently 
damaging the brand's ~ for quality 

A 

'0_1_ CEO, GTIn_ 

_1 .... oII&tot ~, Quote, Dub __ 
ao:quIsItlons 
C-1oWII&ht: _-. 

Tlle man responsible for launching the ....... of 
GIoo1a Estefan and JUIIo igIesIas at C8S Records 
now heads SWf)'thIng flan dIstr1butIon to prockoct 
-...nent at GT, At a ame when most 

cuo .......... lUIIr1Ibockflan wIIiIlJOWth 
petIBmS. GT IrII8I'8CtM!IIIImS dItI5i ii.lI., to 
domI ...... the renIcs of ~ SiiPOfpOWI!rs - a 
feat .... _its 1'OIIdI, Gr -..c1Mt was 
~fIan ___ , thecornpany 

__ for """'YIhIIW flan raIeesIng 
HOllywood classics on VIdeo to _ Simmons' 
_ 01 __ ,-. under ChalmowItz's 

<lloectIon. Gr con _its success to \Wo 
things - poweofuI cIIstrIbutIon o:hannoIIs Into massonarkeI_ (1IOdcs to the video business) end 

hI&I>1IroIIe produo:t~ IIko~, Dub 
_ and Quote. 

.... -.pin 1991: FIlling the hole loft by 
Id IeIMng for ActIvIsIon 
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President and CEO. 3Dfx 

career hlgtlllgtrt: making Voodoo an Industry standard bearer 
career lowIlght: greenllghted capoom's Fox Hunt 

In any list of the nicest people In the game Industry, Ballard would be near the 
top. His ability to drive a hard bargain among friends has SOlVed 3Dfx well: 
he's convinced developers, board makers, Investors and consumers alllce to 
buy Into the Idea of 3Dfx-enhanoed games. Despite a software-heavy DJ (with 
previous stints at capcom USA and DIgital Pictures), he's thrived In the cut
throat world of 30 accelerators. 

Biggest challenge In 1998: keep Voodoo2 three or four steps ahead of rivals 

• 

Chalnnan and C:=EO=.:.:_=== _ ___________ _ 
carwer hllhlllht S8Ytng ActlvlsIon 
canlet' Iowtllht GMng Bruce Willis oompany S1CCk to appear In Apocalypse 

Bobby Kotid< and his team saved ActivisIon from bankrup1Cy In 1991. And 
while the road bade to prosperity for the original third-party developer hasn't 
been wIthoot a few bumps on the way, the oompany has prodUced a steady 
stream of hits, Mecl!WatTlor, ~76 and Datl: ReIgn among them. The oompany Is 
a bit shaky on the console side, with the much-l1yped Bruce Willis vehicle 
Apocalypse rumouned to be on Indefinite hold, but KotIck stili believes strongly 
In moving the Industry fOIward, as the forthoomlng Battlezone demonstrates. 
This Idealism makes ActMsIon 8 company to watch In both the action and 
adventure genres. 

BIaest challenge In 1998: Making fewer big promises and more good games 
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Crash Bandicoot 2 

O must have missed the meeting where we 
decided platform games were no longer hip 

'Unless they're 30, they suck. SOrry babe!' (That's how 

Journalists and PR people tall:, you imow.) 

Does the fOllOWing ring any bells7 'Its denvauve 

and often unOriginal gameplay make It a title that IS 
frowned upon at first. 'Yes, CraSfl Bandicoot 2 has 
had a kiCking In the press. And guess whan I'm gOing 
to give It one, too 

Actually, I've got a few reasonable complaints 
about Crash 2, rather than Just being W(lfried wtlat my 
hipster friends think. It's not Crash himself whO I have 
a problem With. He's a top bloke. Any night Out With 
him will end up with thrOWing bits of kebab at each 
other, laughing hysterically and shouting at girls 
waiting for a taxi. And it'S not the art Crash himself IS 

gorgeous, the other characters are beautifully twisted, 
the animation superb and the cut scenes work nicely 
The controls are gOOd, too. Crash is easy to manage 
and his new moves fit in really well With the overall 
flOW of the game So what's the problem? 

They're little things, but they're important In a 
platform game. ColliSion for one. There are levels In the 

game wtlere CraSh gets to fide a baby polar bear 
through perilous canyons, jumping and tumbling 
through all manner 01 nasty obstacles. Which IS nice 
But when you slam to a complete halt, splattered 
against. well, thin air, CraSh haVing snagged a Stray 

Imgemallon a loomln&. CV statue, you do get a bit 
upset Then there are the 'OOpSI I've d,ed' :evels, 
Where the player ends up thrOWing Cffl<1'{ lives In order 
to learn the layout of the level. You do get a lot of liveS, 

but dylOg simply to discover a ~t, an electnc fence and 
a few mmes (ouch!) IS a real bummer. In the realms of 

deadty game SIOS, It'S almost as bad as geltlng shot by 
somethlr1g off-screen. 

CrasH 21s so very harsh over minor things. Jump 
on a Sinking platform while it's only ankle deep in 
water and poor Crash drowns. Platforms crumble from 
under him and the slightest touch of anything 
unfriendly means Crash has had it 

ThaI's It; nothing huge, but these things happen on 
every Single level. Despite gorgeous graphiCS, intuitive 
contrOls and cunning level deSign, I was left feeling that 

If NaugHty Dog had been a little more critical during 
tesung. CraSh 2 could have the classic I was hoping for 

More refined Cr.phic:s •• n improved level-select system .nd • host of h.rd-to-ftnd .,eu . re not 
enouch to prevent DMA Deslp's arl.n a.Claw feelln, dlsen.moured with Cl'dsh Bandicoot Z 
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Resident Evil 2 

Creatures stumbling near any of the fire 
sources in the came will ipile. but 
luckily you won't (above). The sheer 
quantity of enemies in lies/dent Erlll 
un feel overwhelming.. partlcular1y 
when runninc desperatety short of ammo 

The came Is packed with exceptionalty high qualtty. reattime cut 
scenes that help tell a very convindnc story (right. above richt) I Fmma> Plays'a"o" Publosher capcom De,el"per '" -hous. Release 

~-
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Out now (USAIJapan) MaylJune (UK) 
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Just like the orielna!. you only know a 
monster's really dud (as opposed to 
undeadl when the tell-tale pool of bk»ocl 
starts seepine out from the mrpse (above) 

There are some fantastic new wupons to be found In Resident Evil 2 
Indudlne a sub-machine pn, a Ramethrower and a laser, These new heavy 
wupons require two inventory slots to carry and have a limited Impan 

F
or a machine as pervasive as the PlayStation, 
it's a shame that the truly seminal titles can stilt 
be counted on the fingers of one hand: Gran 

TUflsmo, Tekken, Tomb Raider, Resident Evil and (for more 
acquired tastes, perhaps) Final Fantasy VII. These are the 
titles to die for, the instant classics that have proved that 
Sony's machine is more than a popular cultural icon, but 
also a machine for hardcore garners. 

New arrival Gran Turismo is obviously too young to 
have been superseded by a slicker model, but most of the 
others have been treated to well thought-out, intelligent 
sequels that have largely improved on the originals, 
though all have been careful not to dilute the original 
recipe for success. The list now includes Resident Evil. 

Those that have rejected the childish nature of 
Nintendo's releases in favour of the PlayStation's more 
mature library, will find comfort in Capcom's long-awaited 
sequel. It's adult in concept (it has a 17+ rating in the US), 
intelligent In executIOn, and above all, frighteningly good. 

The events of the sequel follow on from the original. 
Some lime has passed Since the original outbreak of the 
T -virus that transformed the occupants of a secluded 
country house into a hOrde of mindless zombies. Now the 
infection has spread to the nearest town - Raccoon City 
and it's your jOb (wouldn't you just know it) !o,get to the 
bottom of the mystery, and just as importantly, to escape 
alive with the knOWledge. 

RE2<is, as you would hope, a major advance on the 
original both technically and in terms of storyline. For a 
start, the baCkgrounds have been immeasurably improved 

• 

- there's a new richness of detail that immediately 
attracts the eye. There are more monsters too, up to five 
appearing on-screen at one time, giving the early 
moments of the game a more frantic feeling than anything 
in the anginal, as you attempt to gun your way through 
massed ranks of townspeople-turned-flesh·eaters. 

Thankfully there has also been a dramatiC 
improvement In the loading times of the various scenes. 
There's still a perceptible pause every time you move to a 
new area, and the familiar opening-door device is still 
used to cover the SUCking of data from the disc. Just 
enough time, however, has been shaved off to prevent it 
becoming as tiresome as It did in the original. 

But the Single biggest step forward is the vastly 
improved plot. Conversations between various characters 
in the original would tend to leave you more confused 
about what was going on than you were before. The set 
pieces that now occasionally interupt the player in RE2 do 
so much more fluently, and they add to the drama of the 
unfolding events rather than detracting from them. While 
ReSident Evl/'s dialogue Included some of the most badly 
delivered lines ever heard In a videogame, the sequel has 
a script that - while not exactly Spakespeare - isn't far 
short of something like the X-Files. 

And the script is really crucial to Resident Evil 2, 
because this is a videogame that's more akin to a movie 
than almost anything else that's been attempted. Much 
has already been made of the Influence of film director 
George Romero's work on the first game, not just in terms 
of content, but also in the fields of lighting and camera- .. 

The CGI intra is one of the best Edee 
has seen. Rookie Leon and partner. 
Clalre. discover that Raccoon dty Is 
'Infested with zombies' (no surprise 
there, then) _ The truck sequence, in 
particular, Is stunningly animated 



Some of the scenes make obvious cultural 
references to horror duslcs such as 
'Aliens' (above) and 'Potterlelst' (rilht) 
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The spiders are back (above riChl) and this time they hunt in packs. The Itttle Jirl in the 511110, suit with Clalre 
is a pivotal charader in the came and sometimes you get to play her, too. A hUle mutatinc vine (Ibove left) 

The effedive use of close-ups In 
certlin scenes throuChouI the ,Ime 
makes the adion more frlplenlnc 

<Ill work and the subsequent atmosphere that's created 
And it's not stretching things too far to say that whereas 
Resident Evil paid homage to his 1969 masterpiece, 'Night 
Of The Living Dead', Resident Evil 2 owes more to that 
film's 1979 sequel, 'Dawn Of The Dead' in that It attempts 
to take the same strands of plot and weave them into a 
broader baCkground. Resident Evil, like 'Night Of The 
Living Dead', was essentially a one-act play with Just the 
one set - a house in the country. Resident Evil 2, on the 
other hand, attempts to broaden things by plaCing the 
action across a mUCh wider arena and boasts four 
seperate, distinct locallOns, making the actual game area 
bigger, and benefiting from more camera angles, 100. 

• 

AS in the original, Resident Evil 2 offers you two 
characters; one male and one female. ThiS time around, 
hOwever, instead of choosing between two elite cops, you 
have to play both characters to completely finish the 
game - each character occupying its own CD. First up is 
Lean, the rookie cop, and only when the game has been 
finished with him does the player get to swap discs and 
play Cia ire, the girl who's come to town to look for her 
brother. Both characters play essentially the same levels, 
although Clalre does get access to some new areas 
denied to Lean and the puzzles are moved around. The 
weaponry available to the two is different as well. A neat 
twist means that Lean's progress through the game 
affects Claire's. If Lean piCkS up some equipment, he 
denies it to Cla're later on, and there's one puzzle right at 
the end of the game that requires both characters to have 
acted in a certain way - but SOlving it is not crucial to 
finiShing the game. 

There are also many more characters populating the 
world of RE2 - there are other survivors to find and 
interact With. Cleverly, you also get the opportunity to 
play some 01 these characters at POintS when progress for 
the main two becomes impoSSible. When Lean is knocked 
unconscious, lor instance, the player suDdenly and rather 
unexpectedly gets control of a mysterious woman. Then 
at a cliff-hanging moment it's suddenly back into Lean's 
body as he groggily wakes up. Little moments like these
as was the case In the Alone in the Dark series - make the 
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After Leon Is Injured at a crudal point. he ,ets bandaged. Detlllls like this make the 
,ame much more absorbing to play 

this charader (above left) keeps cropping up throughout the second sepenl He seems to be Clalre's 
pel'$Onal boeeyman and while you can put him down for a bit. you can't kill him. Run and hide Is the best plan 

game much more enjoyable; the unexpected pepping up 
of what might otherwise have become repetitive. 

The puzzles in the game are all fairly straightforward, 
and if there's anything to criticise It'S that players of the 
first game will find some of them a bit too familiar. AS 
before, though, the puzzles are really devices to open up 
new areas and keep the player on-track through the 
sloryline - the vast majority of them involve Obtaining and 
using keys of some kind or another. The enjoyment of the 
game comes more from the atmosphere and story than 
from the conventional videogame teChniques of trial 
and reward. 

The game environment deserves a mention too. Apart 
from Goldeneye and Tomb Raider, it's hard to think of 
another game that so convincingly transports the player, 
through the glass TV screen and into the body of the 
onscreen character. The scary moments - and there are 
quite a few - are made even more frightening by the 
involvement you have with your character, and more 
notably, the feeling you have of 'being there'. 

This is largely due to RE2's totally convincing 3D. Even 
though it's not possible to reach them or see them, all the 
parts of a room are fully-mapped in the PlayStatiOn's 
memory. This can be tested by firing the bow gun, one of 
Claire's weapons that Simultaneously launches three 
crossb6w bolts in slightly different directions. By listening 
to the three impacts and the way they Change as you 
point in different directions, a map of the area can be 

• 

built up with all the corners and curves that are never 
seen, but which are there nonetheless. 

The aural authentiCity doesn't stop at sound effects, 
thOugh. Superbly eerie chlp·generated music 
accompanies the onscreen antiCS In remarkable fashion 
and serves as a way of severely heightening the tension 
further still. 

Equally convincing are the monsters. usually these 
will be heard before they're seen and It doesn't take long 
before to differentiate between them from the noises they 
make. But it's when they lumber or skitter or leap into 
view that the lull impact hits home. These monsters are 
horrible, convincing creatures that make the blood run 
cold and the heart beat faster It's quite possible for the 
player to be gripped by sheer panic when jumped, as 
often happens, vitally delaYing reactions. 

The biggest compliment that can be paid to Resident 
Evil 2 (and its precursor) is that, in the two years that have 
passed since the original's release, not a single title has 
even come close to matching It. And this will probably 
hOld true for its absorbing, frightening and sumptuously 
detailed follow-up - a sequel that Clearly pOints the way 
towards a future where games and films aren't mutually 
exclusive entities. So it's offiCial, the 'Interactive £ 
movie' IS no longer something to snigger about.. 

Edge rating: 

Nine out of ten 

The controllable girl, Sherry, may 
have no weapons, but she's small 
enough to docl,e most creatures 



Fighters Destiny 

While spedal moves are accompanied by an I .. presslve display of ,,_phlul pyrotechnics, nonnal 
punches and kicks Ilpt up the flpters with little fIIIlhes of red at the point Of contact. Powerful 
attacks can see the whole flpter flash red, pYln, the ,aMe _ sllthtfy retro, yet satisfactory, feel 

m!j hile the apparent standoff between Nintendo, 
capcom and Namco continues, N64 gamers 
have waited for the machine's first classic beat 

'em up with a growing sense of desperation. There are 
now as many N64 fighters as any other game style, but 
the titles on offer range from the insultingly poor (Mortal 
Kombat TrilOgy and Dual Heroes) to the just about 
adequate (Mace: The Dart Age). Fighters Destiny, formerly 
Fighting Cup, IS the fIrst title to make a serious fist of 
upholding the N64's honour. 

Based on a novel POints scoring system to decide 

BOUTS TAKE PLACE ON RAISED PLATFORMS, FROM WHICH 
CHARACTERS ON THE VERGE OF A RING OUT 

CAN HANG AND SOMETIMES SCRAMBLE BACK ONTO 

Players will need to petted some of 
the ,ame's more advanced moves 
before achieving a Knock Down 

bouts, the game uses the N64 controller's D-Pad to 
control a range of 10 polygon-generated fighters (though 
more become available later). Button controls are in the 
familiar punch, kick, block set-up, allowing more complex 
moves to be built up via SWiftly-tapped D-Pad and button 
combinatIons. Characters are unarmed, and the majority 
of the game's moves are derived from the Viftua Fighter 
school. However, hidden within the game - in a range_ of 
ever harder combinations - are the kind Of pyrotechnics 
more reminiscent of Street Fighter. 

The stand-out feature in Fighters Destiny, however, is 
its points system. Seven points are needed to win a bout, 
requiring as many separate encounters as it takes to 
reach that score. Knocking an opponent down earns three 
points, throws earn two, a successful special move can 
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notch up four, while countering (reversing) a special earns 
three. Significantly, the two great beat 'em up stand-bys
ring outs and power-bar-to-zero knock outs - earn only a 
Single point. Players quickly learn that a good knowledge 
of the more complicated moves is the only real way to 
progress in the game; all-out button thrashing wins low
scoring ring-outs, but gives the opposition plenty of time 
to come back with a match winning Special or 
Knockdown. 

A host of unique touches also mark out the game as 
something special. Bouts take place on raised platforms, 
from which characters on the verge of a ring out can hang 
and sometimes scramble back on to. One brilliant 
technique can enable a dangling player to reach out and 

Fighters Destiny encourages players to Iradually 
"am the moves rather than simply pound buttons I 'ormilt N64 Pub" her Ocean Developer: Imaglneer Pnce £60 Release Out now 
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CHlppleS on the edle of the arena un be a battle 
of wits. Usln, the sidestep button, a cunnmllamer 
un throw an aclvandng opponent off and out 

grasp the ankles of his opponent, pulling him to the 
ground. The game also includes a pleasing variety of 
throws which the victim can resist with a frantic tapPing 
of the block button. Durmg this sequence, the game view 
changes seamlessly to give both players a perfect View of 
proceedings. The satisfaction of activating power moves 
is augmented by the spectacularly realised special effects 
that accompanies them; Imagineer has set the visual 
standard that others will have to beat. 

While Fighters Destiny is clearly the best beat 'em up 
available on the N64, it IS not without its shortcomings. 
Control is somehow not as fluid or as immediate as a 
Tekken or Street Fighter game. The D·Pad on most N64 
pads are sorely under·used, and certainly stiffer than their 
Saturn and PlayStation counterparts. However, the 
game's slight sluggishness to respond to movement 
commands can't really be put down to this, or the 
unfamiliarity of a game based on anything other than the 
analogue stick. Because beat 'em ups are such simple 
games, their success or failure often comes down to 
almost infinitessimal differences In programming. Fighters 
Destiny shows that Imagineer has much to learn from the 

Flghtel'S DesUny offers plenty of replay incentive. As well as a couple of hidden charaden, the 
,ame has a number of different play modes that should ensure players keep comln, back 

likes of sega, Namco and capcom. 
Though moves between characters are nicely 

differentiated, Edge would also question whether there is 
the sheer number to keep a beat 'em up expert fully 
satisfied. Games like Virtua Fighter 2 have set high 
expectations for the number of attacking options open to 
the gamer, and although, superficially, Fighters Destiny 
seems to satisfy - characters do look and fight in 
genuinely different styles - true beat 'em up aficionados 
may soon find little new to discover after prolonged play. 

Namco and capcom will find little in Fighters Destiny 
to prompt any emergency board meetings, but they 
should take note. The wait for the perfect N64 beat 'em 
up continues (and will do until Nintendo makes one Itself 
or coerces a trusted third party into dOing so), but £ 
this is the bravest and most innovative attempt yet. 

Edge rating : 

Eight out of ten 

Charader animation Is the best yet 
seen on the NU but stili not as 
creat as we mlJht have expeded 

Charader dui", takes 11 tum for the unusual with the Introduction of a Plerrot-style clown as one of the 
main charaders and a strangley bl-pedal cow as a bonus. Edle fears for the sanity of the ,ame's developers 

• 
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One 

Get ready for full-on action: One is (rammed with non-stop blastin, and bladnc. all the way to Its conclusion. Unfortunately the ,ame's sub-structure 
can't quite stand up to the pressure, failing to offer a substantial endosure for the endless explosions. And of those, there are very, very many ... 

Make no mistake; this is one of the 
most visually rich and rewardin, 
PlayStation games so far seen 

S 
trangety absent from developers' release 
schedules for the last couple of years, the 
low·tech, high-adrenaline shoot 'em up IS 

making a Quiet comeback. EaSily chief among these fresh 
faces is 5Quaresoft's sublime Einh8nder (eight out of ten, 
ES4), which delivered fresh credibility for the space-based 
facet of the genre. The second such title to arrive is One 
from ASC (US distributors of DMA's Grand Theft Auto). 
featuring the run and shoot adventures of John Cain. 

In line With every second PlayStation title of the 
moment, One hangs haphazardly around a futuristiC plot. 
Protagonist Cam has awoken in unfamiliar surroundmgs, 
burdened With the twin troubles of a missing memory and 
a missing fight arm. However, hiS absent limb IS replaced 
by a high-powered laser, essential equipment to wreak 
revenge on hiS enemies. It would seem the imagination of 
ASC's development team knows a few too many bounds .. 

Action commences immediately, with the player 
guiding Cain in a madcap dash down a long gangway, 
constantly under fire from a gunship. AS With all sections 
of One, this Initial stage is Viewed m the third-person, 
aM could eaSily demand definition as an 'interactive 
movie'. With missiles crashing through windows, 
loudspeaker-battering explosions, and masses of debfls 
falling around the character, the theme for the remainder 
of the game is clearly set. 

Each of One's successive locations offers a new type 
of graphic Inventiveness. For the mountain stage, ASC's 
artists have shaded the cliff laces from white up to a 
rocky-brown via a hint of purple, an elfect Edge cannot 
recollect noticing in other titles. It's one of the best Visual 

In this section, Cain must kick these undersea 
creatures from the ,lass to prevent implosion 

aspects to the game, and certainly conveys a greater 
sense of depth than a simple fade to black. One's 
second level IS equally stunmng - graphically - With a 
rooltop battle that routes from open spaces to precarious 
ledges. This is the stage that has perhaps the most 
rewarding deSign, due to the close integration of graphics 
with the gameplay. unfortunately, it's also where One's 
most serious flaw tears through the action. 

creating a SOlid, controllable Jumping movement In 
three-dimensional platform titles has been a recurnng 

_[ mal. Playstat;o" PuOhsher ASC Developer In·house Prl( £45 Release Out now 

-~ 
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Lupin, between MyscrapeR is compliuted by 
occuionallnco .. ln, ... Issiles. La'lfl' ,aps must be 
brtdpd by destroyI", blll ..... rd. _ .. movln, on (top) 

problem for developers, ASC has been unable to avoid 
this curse, and One suffers particularly heavily. The 
game's loose character positioning is merely annoying in 
early stages, when the result is only to set-back progress. 
However, as soon as missing a platform ends in the loss 
of a life, One frustrates to the point of disdain. The stages 
that are limited In the number of such jumps are both 
more enjoyable and more sUited to the style of the game 
For One IS all about blowing things to pieces, and when 
the gameplay focuses on that, the experience is 
remarkably involving. 

One's strongest aspect Is the novel connection made 
between Cain's health and weapon strength. Shoot 'em 
ups have always been about expanding the available 
armoury's content and power, a facet which ASC has 
integrated in its game. Cain begins combat armed with 
a Slow-firing, green hued laser, the potency of which is 
represented by a small rotating ball in the corner of the 
screen. The more damage to enemies and environment 
Cain chalks-up, the more powerful and rapid his blaster 
becomes, while taking hits reduces both. It's a nice tOUCh, 
which ends with a flourish, as the maximum weapon 
strength converts the character's secondary punch attack 
into a devastating explosive blast. 

After the smoke has settled, however, (yes, there IS a 
'however'), One doesn't QUite click With the player In the 

• 

The mountain section (main) Is particularty strtkln" atthou,h the camera tends to wander away 
from the creat-Iookln, canyon. other areas dearly owe something to the movie Blade Runner 

way other classics of the genre such as Green Beret and 
Contra did. The intriguing depth of structure suggested 
by the first stage soon fades away. which is a great 
shame, leaving the player to face multitudes of 
suspiCiously similar foes In familiar fire-power encounters. 
ASC's game is plenty of fun In a tranSient, eye-candy 
fashion but ultimately, It'S not special enough to £ 
deserve Edge's recommendation. 

Edge rating : 

Six out of ten 

One features a couple of nice bonus 
weapons, such as the all-en,ulfln, 
ftame thrower (far left). The standard 
laser Is also pretty effective 



Ultimate Race Pro 

Orillnally born as a bundled demo for 
VldeoLolic's Power VR urd. URP also 
supports ]Dfx (screenshots shown) 

Stranlely. all of URP's cars can be 
customised to suit the 'players needs. 
maklnl the preset settincs redundant 

URP's foctinc effects are used mainly to de'pld 
weather. afthouch 'pop-up' Is doaked In thiS way 

~ 
ow is not a good time for racing games to arrive 
in the Edge office, the decks stili awash in Gran 
TUflsmo's wake. complete in almost every way, 

sony's racer has set a new, hard standard against which 
newcomers to the genre must be measured. Kalisto's 
Ultimate Race Pro, origmally a one-track showcase for the 
Power VR card (with which It was bundled), IS now a fully
fledged app, ready to stand on ItS own terms 

DeSigned from the ground up to run accelerated, 
URP is jam-packed with all the features expected from 
such games. Gouraud·shaded, reaitime lit, z-buffered, 
anti-aliased; the list is a comprehensive combination of 
'next'generation' addenda. The player can decide which 
of these graphical treats best suits their needs, With a bar 
meter dlsplaymg the Impact of the selected options upon 

£00£. MARCH 1998 

the frame rate, Running on Edge'S P266 through 3Dfx 
with all options enabled, but drawn in letterbOx format, 
URP slips along at a silky 40fps. Make no mistake, visually 
this game is approaching coin-op territory, although brief 
moments of frame drop-out (in places where the screen is 
packed), serve to remind that this is a PC game and not 
an arcade bOard. It is possible to run URP in software, of 
course, but sadly it's a desperately low-fi expenence, And 
it's worth noting that the 3Dfx version's colours are less 
vibrant than those generated by Power VR, but this, it 
seems, is a standard difference between the cards, 

leaving aside its graphic accomplishments, Ultimate 
Race Pro pleases and disappoints in equal measure. The 
good news is that Kallsto has succeeded in imbuing its 
game with a credible handling model. althOugh the cars 
are tail-happy in the extreme. It says much about thiS title 
that a handbrake key is mcluded - and must be used for 
successful navigation of the 18 courses (16 standard plus 
a training cirCUit and a multiplayer arena). However, such 
slip-sliding antics have resulted in innovative track 
designs that regularly twist and turn through 180 degrees, 
making them stand out from those of other games, 

Microprose Develope' Kalisto Price: £30 Release Out now 
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In more general terms, the conception of the courses 
lacks the imagination displayed in sega's Daytona USA - a 
title which URP struggles to ape. With locations ranging 
from the expected (through a City'S streets, replete with 
underpasses), to the downright dull (nondescript 
countryside), Kalisto has done ItS game a disservice. 
Fortunately, the actual layout of the tracks rescues it 
Slightly, helped to no small degree DY its technical 
showmanship. Also of note are the weather and daylight 
effects deployed on selected stages, With the fade from 
day to night, and from wet to dry admirably executed. At 
least In pure numeric terms URP's sixteen courses are 
comparable to its contemp0rles, although several of these 
are repeated - either at night or reversed 

Edge's most serious reservations, though, are With 
the apparent lack of consideration given to the game's 
structure. URP's testbed roots push up through the 
freshly laid tarmac of its new tracks, tripping it at every 
step. Simple reward systems are totally absent from the 

Whatever else, Ultimate RDce Pro hammers alone at a fai, rate, soundinc the death knell fo, 
unaccelerated cames once and fo, all. Grapplinc with the oversteer-prone handllnl will prove a 
challenle fo, even the most experienced racinllame fan; S(enes as above are commonplace 

game. winning a race merely results In a 'congratulations 
you came 1st' message; URP shuns familiar notIOns such 
as extra cars or tracks - to Its detriment. The multlplayer 
network game is reasonable fun, but only features a 
Single arena With a few token power-ups Ultimately 
though, the game is crippled by Its Inferior AI; computer 
controlled opponents tour around the tracks in single file, 
offering little In the way of II'lteractlon. On these terms, 
Gran Turismo leaves URP stalled on the starting grid. 

Kalisto has done so much right With URP, in particular 
the handling and visual aspects, that it's a shame that so 
little thought has gone into turning what was essentially a 
great demo into a credible title. On the PC t may not have 
much in the way of competition, but there are still gaping 
holes in Ultimate Race Pro that could have Deen £ 
filled DY another few months In development. 

Ed g e ra ting : 

Six out often 

n.e b-ansition from .y Into nicht is 
subtly handled. somethint: which 
cannot be said of the heaallJht effect 

Back on its VideoLollc home turf. UltlmDte RDce Pro benefits from sharper colours (above)_ Track layout Is 
fine: environment deslln is not. T1Ie multiplayer arena is sufficiently complex to stand repeated play (right) 

• 
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Ore Tomba 

Although not parti(ularly (omplex or 
(hallenging. romba's platform 
sections make up the main bulk of the 
game. Neat design and typi(ally 
bizarre Japanese humour help the 
game from beooming a (hore 

, The game's RPG element means 
. :having to go ba(k and forth through 

levels and using the (orred items 

T
here can be few whO doubt the PlayStation is 
now the rightful ,heir to the SNES crown. It has a 
market penetration that Includes as many 

non-gamers as fans, and a seemingly never-ending 
stream of titles unhampered by the anticipation that now 
unfortunately accompanies Nintendo 64 games. And it's 
precisely titles like Tomba, from the delightfully named 
developer Whoopee Camp, that proves the PlayStation's 
mainstream appeal. 

Tomba's heritage lies in dozens of Super Famicom 
platformers from Hudson's PC Kid through Namco's 
Xandra's Big Adventure passing Data East's }oe and Mac 
along the way. At its heart is 2D platforming, pure and 
Simple, but add a rousing cartoon intro (courtesy of CD 
storage space), some typical Japanese lunacy, plus a 
sprinkling of lightweight RPG characterisation, and the 
whole package comes together just like it did so many 
times during Nlntendo's 16bit heyday. 

Like Namco's recent Klonoa, Tomba has also been 
looking at western titles like Pandemonium and its 
pseudo- 3D solution to advance the platform game. But 
Edge isn't convinced of its merits. While the game's 
backgrounds - a mix of real-time and pre-rendered 
polygons - give Tomba that contemporary glossy 3D 
sheen, and it's spiky, pink-halred, protagonist can at 
times move in and out of the screen, the majority of the 
action is firmly rooted in the left and right, swing and hit, 
camp. It's easy to suspect that Whoopee camp have only 
included these nods to the third dimension because they 
feel it's expected of them. If they could have got away 
with it, Tomba would have worked just as well with a few 

AP 119000 

layers of parallax scrolling and a couple of fancy sprites 
standing in for the cut-scenes 

Likewise, althOugh its deSigners have tried to invent a 
new method for Tomba to dispatch the game's variOUS 
enemies - a belly flop onto their back followed by a 
somersault throw - it frequently falls back on the old, 
traditional, projectile weapons, as if unconvinced that 
their new ideas really work that well. 

Looking objectively, there's little to stop Tomba,r 
qUickly drowning in the sea of current PlayStation 
releases. As a straightforward platformer, it's simply no 
better or worse than many of Its 16b1t predecessors, But 
those who seek it out and appreciate Its quirky Japanese 
charms, can fee l safe in the knowledge that five years on, 
they'll be able to smugly cite it as a classic example of 
old-school plalformlng, Especially when no-one £ 
else has a clue what game they're talking about. 

Edge rating : 

Six out of ten 

It may look more exciting but it's far easier to take 
out the enemy pigs with a well thrown boomerang 

J 
Forme!. Playstation Publisher: Whoopee camp Developer: In-house Pfice: V5,800 (£30) 
Release: Out now (lap) 

-------------------------
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Warhammer: Dark Omen 

This year's WDmDmmer opponents are the Creenskins: unslchtly and barbaric hordes of Ores and Coblins 
who are complemented at all-too-frequent intervals by the Undead - a dodcily animated bunch of stiffs 

m!l 
ah its Tolkem-esque livery and strong licensing 
ties to table-top wargamlng, Dark Omen 
provides the miSSing Imk between hardcore 

strategy games and warcraft 2-style scrummaging. 
Combat occurs in real-time, but is highly forma Ised 

In respect to the medieval nature of the conflict. VOltS 
are strictly organised into regimental blocks, which must 
be carefully orchestrated during the set-piece battles as 
they are meant to see the player through an entire 
campaign. Apres-battle the player collects a mercenary 
fee for his efforts which can be blown on replenishing 
troops, hiring new regiments and upgrading 

Each scenariO is delicately balanced so that the player 
IS rarely more than an errant click from disaster 
unfortunately this is a knife edge that grates. Pyrrhic 
victOries are all too common, preventmg progress in the 
campaign and forCing extended replay of each battle In 
the search for acceptable losses. Moreover, the heavily 
scripted nature of each encounter, with enemies f8llhfully 
appearing at the same POints, breeds over-familiarity. 

Frustration rapidly follows as a counter-intuitive 
interface hampers your efforts to proceed Though a 
grand improvement over the original Warhammer game, 
Dark Omen eschews the established custom of keyboard 
shOrtcuts for orders in favour of dragging the player 
through the point and click Interlace every time. It also 
rejects the notion that anyone may wish to set their own 
mouse.sensltivity or redefine the awkward key layout 
controlling the 3D map rotation. Fighting the interface as 
well as the enemy regularly leaves the player lagging 

behind current events WhiCh, allied to non-existant unit 
AI. often means your own unitS will happily bombard 
each other till you arrive to clean up the mess. 

It is unfortunate that Dark Omen is blighted by such 
medieval failings because it resonates With many good 
Ideas The enemy mix is eclectic and resourceful, 
unleashing surprises deep Into the game. Graphically, too, 
tne map makers have demonstrated their imagination and 
Skill, although rarely do your units have an opportunity to 
take tactical advantage of the much-vaunted 3D terrain. 
The story line is strong and portentous, though not £ 
as portentous as Dark Omen's tragic flaws 

Edge rating : 

Six out of ten 

I Fo,mat PC PubllShe, Electronic Arts D.v.'"". , In ·house Pnce £40 Release Du' now 

The maps un be roWed In case 
you want to see behind a bush 
and you can :r.oom In to see ye 
olde sprites in all their ,ory detail 

The cluster of icons in the bottom right 
allow for charging. shootln" retreating 
and the discharge of magical weapons 



Nagano Winter 
Olympics '98 
Edge must admit to holding some hope 
of this version being superior to that of 
the N64, as the two versions were 
programmed by different teams within 
Konami. But sadly the reverse is true, 
with this PlayStation interpretation 
proving to be more disappointing than 
its predecessor. 

There are some improvements, 
however, the graphics displaying a 
crisper quality than its N64 cousin. 
unfortunately, the characters turn out 
to be less controllable, with some 
events, such as the bobsleigh, 
appearing to refuse to obey the 
player's instructions. Furthermore, the 
collision detection, particularly during 
the downhill events, doesn 't appear to 
be the most refined example yet seen in 
a videogame. 

In essence, the flaws of the N64 
version are still present : there is little 
diversity in the nature of the events, the 
several control methods somehow lack 
unity, and the whole thing sits 
uncomfortably somewhere between a 
sim and an arcade experience. 

Utimately, then, the result 
remains regrettably un engaging. £ 
Edge r ating: 

Forrnd' PlayStation P" 
In-house Pr et' £40 ~( 

Five out of ten 

Konaml D< vilE " 
Out now 

soukyu Gurentai 
Oubushustugeki 
Somehow, despite the fact that 30 is 

now almost universa:ly considered an 

essential game elemen~ the trusty 

old 20 shoot 'em up has retained its 

magnetIC hold over the Japanese 

gamer's consciousness. in many 

way<;, the genre is reaching stagnation 

POlOt, but Soukyu does at least offer a 

few new angles. 

Most obVIOUS concessions to the 

'90s are visua l. The beaut ifully lit 

bad:grounds are IlItered With 

impressive 3D features (the 

skyscrapers looming beneath the 

action at the beginning of the game 

are partiwlar!y good), and there are 

some great weapon effects. In 

garneplay terms, the title featu res an 

excellent laser-target,ng system which 

scans the screen lor enemy crdlt dnd 

then lets rip WIth missiles when the 

fire button is re leased. What's more, 

the player gets to choose Irom four 

different craft at the beginning of the 

adventure, providing a little vanety. 

However, dl times this is shoot' 

em up act ion a! 115 most denvd!ive 

End-of-Ievel sp<lceships thdl shoot oul 

mdSSlve rdYs of blue Ilghl, dnd 

asteroid fields where the pl<!yer has 

to navigate between mdSSlVe 

boulders as well as avoid enemy fire 

are lust two of the dich~s (hdt Ddta 

East employs. 11 represents a 

compulsive bldSt for shoot 'em up 

connoisseurs, bu t dnyone e. I" £ 
should probably stay aWdy 

Edge ralin g: 

Five out of ten 

Format Plays talion PuiJh SCE! 
e ~eoPt'" Data Eas t 'fr \1 9 ,1100 

({50) Release Out now (Japan) 

• 
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F-22 Raptor 
Although lockheed Martin only recently started manufacturing F-22s, the PC 
already boasts a capable simulation. Novalogic's newcomer, Raptor, might 
not have the depth of DiD's Air Dominance Fighter (awarded 9/ 10 in Edge 52) 
but for this very reason, many garners will find it the easier F-22 to enjoy. 

Flying the F-22 is straightforward. The fighter 's radar-reSistant design 
means it would actually crash into the ground without constant 
computerised assistance. In effect, even real pilots control a largely 
simulated airplane. But F-22 Raptor scores further points for simplicity with 
its sequential mission structure and hassle-free gameplay. By contrast, DiD 
immerses the player in a bustling virtl.jal battlefie ld. It's wonderful but, 
without a sufficient investment of time, bewildering. Gamers should decide 
what sort of game they're after before choosing their sim. 

Sadly, in comparison with DiD's game, Rapter also fal ls slightly short 
graphically. Almost unforgivably, its 3D engine actually precludes hardware 
acceleration. On lower-spec machines without accelerators, Raptor could 
possibly be the better option, but it's F-22 ADF which exploits the full 
potential of a state-of-the-art PC. 

Novalogic has created a fine simulation in F-22 Raptor. It just 
hasn't created the best. 

Edge rati ng : 

£ 

Eight out of ten 

'-orr'aI PC -Pu!J ' NOVaLogic ~;,.p m-house PI_ UO "e;pa, Outnow 
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Skull Monkeys 
Skull Monkeys is the first PlayStation title to emerge 
from DreamWorks Interactive. Before going it alone, 
several members of the team had previously 
worked on Shiny's acclaimed Earthworm Jim for the 
16bit machines. That certainly explains the 
similarities between the two games. 

Skull Monkeys is a member of the platform 
game 'old school'. It warrants its 32bit tag, 
however, in the use of stop-motion modelling for 
the main characters and backdrops. The animation 
team's hand can be seen as the large cast of Skull 
Monkey species and platform-based hazards are 

scrolled on screen. Every aspect of the levels and 
characters is beautifully handled, and the speed of 
gameplay is enough to make Interplay's Clay Fighter 
team weep. 

Despite the graphical prowess, in terms of 
gameplay advances there is little difference 
between this and the five-year-old Earthworm Jim. 
Old ideas are trotted out in their new clay disguises, 
with everything from 100 objects equating an extra 
life to hidden bonus stages taking a bow. The only 
concession to the five years between the two 
games is the large level. 

For all its dated content, Skull Monkeys is still 
more than playable. It relies on ItS speed to cover 
any lack of substance and the Initial urge to explore 
is strong. Sadly, prolonged play reveals deficiencies, 
and the fart gags and childish humour start to grate. 
Perhaps for the younger game player, Skull Monkeys 
is a novel take on an old idea, but a curate's £ egg nonetheless. 

Edll ratln,: 

Seven out of ten 

PlayStation : ~~ EA r Drea mWorks 
Interac tlv l (40 0111 now .... 



~ Sega Tourtng car 
Championship 
Sega pC's conversions of Sega Touring Car 
Championship and Sega Rally are equally 
disappointing for the knowledgable 
gaming purist - but for distinctly different 
reasons. Rally's failings are those of its PC 
development team, yet blame for Touring 
Car's flaws must lie with original arcade 
developer AM Annex. 

Admirable as a demonstration of 
sega's growing PC prowess, STeC sadly 
highlights the mediocrity of its cabinet
based cousin - bereft of force feedback, 
steering wheel and other such standard 
arcade paraphernalia, it's a shallow and 
comparatively lifeless experience for the 
solitary player. 

While Sega Rally was influential and 
innovative, Touring Car was always a 
derivative size-3 retread of Rally's 
pioneering size-12 footsteps. The 
similarities between the two titles are 
numerous, with direct comparisons 
always finding a jury's verdict in favour of 
Rally. In the crowded PC marketplace, 
Touring Car's shortcomings are rather 
more apparent. 

As a oneplayer game, Touring Car is 
easily completed and relatively simple to 
master. Fortunately, the option to play 
LAN and Internet sessions with a full field 
of players is as enjoyable as the arcade 
version's fourplayer link-up. Though not in 
the same league as the original oaytona, 
racing against human competitors is 
infinitely preferable alternative to the lack 
of challenge offered by the mechanical AI 
racers. But, with the likes of Kalisto's 
Ultimate Race sequel, Virgin's Screamer 
Rally and CodeMasters' TOCA all offering 
extensive multi player and solo options, it's 
hard to imagine PC owners buying £ 
Touring ear for this reason alone. 

Edge rltlng : 

Five out of ten 

\ PC j~ AMH [3' 
'tel Out now 

. , 

Last Bronx 
While othel publIshers and 

develope~ regard support for 

accelerator ~rds as a prereqUI~I!e. 

Segifs apparent 'gnorance of the fast· 

growIng PCJo market becomes ever 

mOle me~pll(able . Lasl 8rom 

underlines ilS need to address this 

problem. ~splle it being Sega's most 

3(complished cOIWefsion 10 date, 

8ron1·S sofMale-<lnly e'1glne makes 11 

a viable purchase for the h gh-spec 

PC ownel alone - an undeSIrable 

state of afflllrs for a publisher wlshmg 

to further establish Itself in an 

increaSingly competitive market 

With options for 'true' 30 

backdrops and character models 

Identical 10 the arcade onglnal. Last 

Bron1 earns the mOnlker 'arcade 

perlect' by being lustthal. Its options, 

however. ale largely dedIcated 10 

ensunng an adequate represen tallOrl 

WIll run on a less powerful PC - 11 

CUrlOOS irony. gIVen that adequllte 

acceleratIOn support could render 

many compromIses unnecessary 

Last 8tom supports network and 

Intefnel play, boosting its appeal 

conSIderably. The tranSItion from 

arcade to home is often unkmd to the 

beat 'em up genre, WIth fewer 

cornpet:tors available m a domestIC 

emmonment The plOSpeo of Net· 

based tournaments IS one area In 

wtllch the PC currently holds a 
considerabje advant<lge; the 

Kcomplished Sa'urn verSIon With 

mfe'lOr VIsuals and no on!.ne )r lAN 

tap.lbi It '1', makes a poor cous," 

by comparlWl\. 

Ultimately, Last Bronx W111 be 

Judged by many consumers WIth its 

hardware demands Ln mllld - PUrists 

and casual buyers ah<;e W111 baulk at 

the Mdequac:~s of Its low-res mode 

Uniess Sega releases a much

needed 3D card patch, thiS e~cellent 

port could slip into obscurity 

only a select few wealthy PC 
owners WIse to lIS 

conslderab-le menlS 

Edgl rlUng 

with 

£ 
Eight out of ten 

01.11 now 

• 
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T11eme Hospital 
Theme Park was already lOOking a bit rusty when Bullfrog rehashed it to 
create Theme Hospital last Spring. But is the dearth of similar titles on the 
PlayStation enough reason to repackage what's essentially an aging classic? 

Just about. Graphically, Theme Hospital certainly looks its age, with 
sprites parted straight from the PC. But fashionable appearances count for 
little in contemporary medicine - George Clooney notwithstanding. Game 
mechanics are crucial, and here Theme Hospital remains equally true to its 
successful PC incarnation. 

The player assumes the role of a hospital manager. With confidence in 
the NHS at low ebb, merely erecting what seems like a medical 
estabhshment is enough to lure in the local ill and decrepit. Their diseases 
are charismatic affairs, With bloated heads and invisibility taking the place of 
tuberculosis and strokes. The doctors attempt to diagnose the patients then 
send them elsewhere within the mushrooming hospital for treatment. If the 
ill look like punters milling around a fairground, that's hardly a coincidence. 

As would be expected, where Theme HOspital falls short is on control. 
Bullfrog has created a useable Interface, but Without the easy Interaction 
offered by a mouse, managing the hospital becomes increaSingly difficult as 
complexity grows. For cerebra.! gamers without a PC, though, that will £ 
just have to be endured. 

Edge rallng : 

Seven of ten 

3t P'.ySllllon e. Bulllr°l '" Mlrch 

• 
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Art of Fighting TWin 
Those with undamaged memory cells might 
remember Art of Fighting from the old SNES days. 
ThOugh never a leader of the 16bit beat 'em up 
scene, it nevertheless provided competent fighting 
thrills and a playable alternative to the interminable 
Street Fighter series of the time. 

This N64 adaptation follows in its predecessor's 
combat steps, yet despite its typically Japanese flair, 
it fails to captivate the player in the same way as its 
ancestor. Eight fighters are available and represent 
the usual variety of characters, including the 
obligatory wrestler type. As is usually the case with 

Eastern fighting games, Art of Fighting features a 
super Deformed mode in addition to the more 
anatomically correct option . 

Unlike previous NM contenders, though, the 
action moves along at a healthy pace and each of 
the well·animated protagonists possesses a decent 
fighting repertoire. However, despite the occasional 
impressive special move (much in the SF vein), the 
graphics are generally unimpressive, with visually 
unimaginative characters and bland backgrounds. 

The oneplayer mode is unlikely to take too long 
to complete, but adding another Joypad does 

wonders for the game's longevity, and anyone with a 
decent worldng knowledge of Japanese can always 
indulge in the story mode. 

Yet, Art of Fighting's biggest problem is to have 
arrived at the same time as the significantly superior 
Fighters Destiny (see p94), which immediately £ 
prevents it from scoring any higher. 

Edge rating : 

Six out of ten 

F' rmdt Nlntendo loA 0' n Culture Brain 
In·nous. f' V698D (£35) R Out now (Japan) .. 
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... NHL '98 
Electronic Arts' decision t o curtail all 
further Saturn development, with 
immediate effect, makes this current 
incarnation of its successful NHl 
franchise the last to appear on sega's 
beleaguered 32bit format. Strangely, 
while other console and PC owners are 
recognising NHL '98 as the best hockey 
sim available, many Saturn owners are 
unlikely to mourn the loss of the series. 

It's hard to pinpoint individual 
features that reduce the impact and 
playability of this Saturn version, but 
it's immediately apparent that as a 
conversion it's an inferio r port of the 
excellent PlayStation game. Sega's 
machine has a long history of poor 
thirdparty conversions, many of a 
standard well below NHL '98. But the 
traditional hallmarks of a comparatively 
lower development expenditure are 
almost embarrassingly apparent . Murky 
textures, grimy colour usage and a 
lower frame rate are risibl e flaws, w hile 
those familiar with other versions will 
find game play compari sons 
unfavourable for this Saturn adaptati on. 
The confusing and allegedly lower
powered architecture of sega's machine 
has long been cited as a reason for poor 
conversions. But, as owners of the 
format will attest , sega's own games 
suggest an entirely different 
explanation is in order. 

with Virgin's excellent NHL 
Powerplay available at the budget price
point of £20 - and the Saturn version 
regarded as the best of all - Edge finds 
it hard to recommend this £ 
distinctly lo·fi conversion . 

Ed ge ra t i ng: 

Six out of ten 

~Qrm"r Saturn ~ut I S~W EA Df'~elo In·house 
p UO Rel(>,,~ Out rlOW 

Snow Break 
Not so long ~go, players wishing to 

illdulge III some polygon<ll 

snowboardirrg <lnlics would be lucky 

to find anything olher than Cool 
Boarders on me PlaySlal ion. Now 

several titles already eX15!, with good 

and nOI-so-good e~ampl es appearing 

almosl wee~y 

Snow Break belongs to the laner 

group. After choosing one of four 

charaders (two snowboarders, two 

skiers), players enter a championship 

IIlcorporallng four courses These are 

particularly dull with little or no 

Im~g inallve touches and manage to 

feature ~ qU(ln1lty of cliches rarely 

seen III a ~Ideogame 

More importantly. control of the 

ch~racter~ i~ (lwkWMd ~nd the 

slightest contact w i t~ any of the other 

two contestants often results in a 

tumbte and ~ubsequent frustrat ing 

loss of time. Furthermore, the camera 

sticks to the character so rrgidly that 

any bump or angled b~nk results is 

inst~nt~neously ref lected by the 

Vlewpolll!, resulting In a very 

dlsorrentallng fide 

Ultimately, Atlus h ~s developed (I 

subst~ntlally flawed g~me WIth 1;!lle 

appeal, and Ofle that will only excite 

the most ~rdent ~nd 

desperate snow sports fan 

Edge ra t ing : 

£ 

Four out of ten 

F 'mm PlaySt atio fl f'u ner SCEI 
[) r Atlus p, . . VS , BOO ([30) 

Rp Out now (Japan) 
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Actua Ice Hockey 
The forthcoming Winter Olympics have brought with them a host of snow
related games hOping to cash in on the hype surrounding this major sporting 
event. After Konam;'s disappointing use of the licence, there were fears that 
any other licensed product migh t rely solely on the strength of the Olympic 
logo in order to sell copies, as is sadly so often the case. 

As the only hockey game to sport the five Olympic rings on its box, 
Gremlin's Actua Hockey could easily have opted for such an easy, yet 
condemnable, route. Instead, Gremlin has put a lot of effort into this title 
and come up with a very competent and playable simulation of this ice
bound, hard-hitting sport. 

Visually, the proceedings look. impressive with motion-captured players 
skating convincingly within the r ink . They feel right too, both in terms of 
'weight' and the laws of inertia that govern this type of sport. 

Every international team is featured and players can decide between the 
usual championship and exhibition options available, before hitting the ice. 
The stadia themselves are fairly convincing, although in terms of 
presentation, PlayStation NHL '98 is still superior. The commentary, too, 
although adequate, has a tendency to repeat more often than its 
competitors, and for most of the time the overall atmosphere is slightly 
subdued when put against EA'S offering. This is true unt il a goal is scored, 
resulting in the entire stadium erupting into a kaleidoscope of colours and 
exuberant crowd noise - by comparison, getting the puck to the back £ 
of the net in NHL '98 feels rather unrewarding. 

Edge r ating: 

Seven out of ten 

, pc P S~E Gremlin De.e In -house Pr ce £30 as Out now 
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VIDEOGAME CREATION UNDER THE MICROSCOPE 

Yaroze"r the go mes commence 

I 0 I ye,the last ye". Y"oze has picked up • substantial 
amount of publicity, both in dedicated videogame 
mags and the mainstream media. But those who have 

only skimmed articles praising Sony's programmable console may 
well have formed the impression that anyone can just plug it into 
their PC and have a Ridge Racer done running in a couple of 
days. Sony, of course, is keen to stress the user·friendliness of the 
system, and there are packages - like Code Warrior, for example -
which promise to make the whole process of game development 
a lot simpler. HOVIIever, the only people truly qualified to judge the 
technology are those who are adually using it 

At the moment, those people certainly seem to fall mud1 
more into the 'veteran coder' than 'curious newcomer' categ<>ly. 'I 
got a sound grasp of computer architecture and ClC ++ at 
university studying for my computer science degree: JX>ints out 
James Shaughnessy, reflecting the experience of many who 
have bought into the Yaroze program. James Rutherford gives 
another familiar response, 'I have always had an interest in games 
programm!ng. ever since the early days of the Spearum, and 
thought this was a good way to leam.' Indeed, these experienced 
computer users feel that a few naive videogame players may be 
slightly out of their depth with Yaroze. As Shaughnessy puts it: 

'It seems that people with little knowtedge of programming 
thought, "Yeah, Tomb Raider, Tekken, V·Rally - dead easy!" So 
they bought a black PlayStation thinking it would be as simple as 
when they wrote BASIC programs on the C64. Only when they 
get the system set up do they realise that they know practically 
nothing about C In the end, they try messing around with some 
example programs and then eventually give up.' 

So hoovv difficult is it to start developing games on the Yaroze? 
James Rutherford, who cut his programming teeth using Amiga 
MotOS and studied C prior to using Yaroze, admits he found it 
tough going initially: 'e wasn't too hard to grasp, but it took a long 
time for me to figure out now to get bttmap screen effects (quite 
Cl simple task.). I like figuring things out for myself, so I hack away 
- I remember feeling elated when I realised I could get any 
feedback. at all from my machine (a simple pad reading routine): 

Mearw.t.ile, others who mastered the basics quick.ly 
encountered problems later on. 'Yaroze was no mOfe diffICUlt to 
learn how to use than any other AA' claims Graeme bans, 
'what I have trouble in is the bigger stuff that no one talks about; 
the best ways to format data for converting into 3D objects and 
stuff. That sort of fear stops me from wnting code.' 

However, there seems to be a general agreement that 

Net Yarole ,ame GrtlVitation, by James Shaughnessy.ls 
a homage to the abit da5slc 11J,ust - a timeless concept 

• 
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programming for Yaroze is a much easier and more realistic 
means of gaining game development experience then tackling the 
mighty PC. 'Its a cliche to say that the days of the bedroom 
programmer are over' admits Shaughnessy, 'but since the PC took 
over the computing mass market from the B· and 16bit machines 
it has been true. The Yaroze, however, retums to the ·old skool" 
hardware structure; a basic memory map, separate video and 
sound RAM, all with fixed addresses - there is no need to worry 
about relocation and multi·tasking with other third party programs. 
Also, everyone has the same hardware spec. so you know your 
game will run the same on everyone else's machines: 

Even more encouragingly, Shaughnessy asserts that extensive 
programming knowledge and experience may not be quite as 
valuable as enthusiasm and dedicatIOn, 'Of course you don't have 
to know anything about C to begin learning. but you have to be 
prepared to put the effort in, and you'll eventually have to know it 
very well 10 make your 0Nn games'. 

For those learners who do take the plunge, there is of course 
the Yaroze website to turn to. Here, Sony help staff - along with 
plenty of altruistic Yaroze veterans - are on hand to aflS'Ner 
queries and proffer sample code. But how useful is this area of 
the VI/WW? Most opinion is positive. 

'The ne.-vsgroup feature of the Net Yaroze package is priceless 
to the programming ne.-vcomer' Shaughnessy confirms, 'It offers 
invaluable help to those who have Simple query or cannot sort 
out a programming bug or problem. There are support staff on 
hand to explain things if you get in a pickle, and there's a lot of 
help and advice from other Yaroze members too'. Indeed, it is the 
collaborative essence of the website and accompanying ne.-vs 
groups which seem to impress users the most. As Evans points 
out, !he website has a lot of code 10 snarf. Plus I love fanzines, 
so the members' home pages are fun to keep up with.' 

There are some reselVaoons, though. A few users Edge spoke 
to felt that Sony could be less than forthcoming with some 
aspects of PlayStation programming ('especially stuff they think 
might count as a trade secret,' elaborates Rutherford), and many 
of the members pages are in various states of disrepair. 
Nevertheless, the general consensus is that if users know where 
to look then they'll find answers to most of their questions, 
eventually. whid1 more or less sums up the intemet in general. 

Whatever difficulties Net Yaroze members face, the amateur 
development community is proving both creative and productive . 
Everyone Edge spoke to has a demo nearing completion, ranging 
from experiments like James Rutherford's light synthesizer, to full 
games such as Shaughnessy's Gravitation - a version of the Bbit 
classic Thrust. Net Yaroze has its irritations (confusing 
documentation, erratic onhne aSSistance), but users who have the 
patience both to persevere with their 0'M'l equipment, and to 
search the website for programming tips, have very few 
complaints. Except Evans. Vv'hen Edge asked what he had 
managed to do with Yaroze he replied, 'run up El 00 a quarter 
phone bills d1ecking the newsgroups'. So, to paraphrase 'live and 

Kicking', make sure you check. with whoever pays the bills £ 
before embarking on an amateur programming career. 

Places to visit : 
O;om"red Cybernrt.cs I , " "~,, I 

leffFrohwr,nsGamr8oyhchPlle ~ \ ,t I ,4 ..... ~.~.,.".."" 

8lmBlmO'lthrNrt .. If v "r,~ ,\.,~", 

~ony Europe r t" ,~,' .. 
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Splitting the globe 

00 
taggered release dates; mutually incompatible systems; 
slow, letterboxed games. All fads of videogaming life 
that have a long and dishonourable history. Almost 

universally - and since the dawn of videogaming - console 
manufacturers have attempted to make life difficult for those who 
sought to break down the seemingly-arbitrary barriers that 
segregate Japan, America and the rest of the world. And if many 
industry pundits are correct, soon even the PC software market 
will be pressed into conformity. 

'Territorial lockout' serves several purposes. Firstly, it separates 
50Hz PAL and 60Hz NTSC regions, enabling publishers to release 
versions of games that are tailored for each. The theory behind 
this is sound; the games can be tweaked to operate at the corred 
speed and screen height, and to avoid potential gtitches caused 
by the differing clock rate (the latter of which would lead 
consumers to cry foul). Some systems are more vulnerable to 
game glitches than others - the Saturn has a reputation for 
rejecting software that deviates from the correct speed while the 
N64 is, so far, a model of equanimity. 

Secondly, by dividing the market into smaller sections, 
publishers can focus their marketing efforts on one region at a 
time, with a concomitant decrease in risk. If a product bombs, 
they can perform a post mortem in order to ascertain its suitability 
for release elsewhere. They might choose to alter the game in 
order to broaden its appeal in other regions, a tactic that can have 
beneficial effects on a title which ostensibly needs no work at all -
Gran Turismo, which is receiving a musical makeover in time for 
its European release, is a case in point 

Thirdly, producing different versions enables publishers to tailor 
games for the prevailing moral dimate in certain regions, or to 
avoid flouting the law - especially if the games feature 'adult' 
themes or explicit violence. For example, the copious bloodletting 
in the Japanese version of Samurai Spirits 3 was excised prior to 
its release in the US and UK. Furthermore, titles that indude video 
footage may have to obtain film-style certification before release. 

Finally, in some cases the lockout also acts as an anti-piracy 
system - particularly in the case of Nintendo's cartridge-based 
games, where the potential pirate's task is complicated not only by 
the need to duplicate the RaMs, but also the custom-made 
security chip. Even once this has been duplicated, the copied 
cartridge will still only \f\IOrk in one region. 

These lockout systems can be implemented in various ways, 
d.epending on the type of hardware involved. A traditional 
approach on cartridge-based systems is to make the cartridges 

. Somurai Sfirifs, subjected to an undignified bloodlettlng 
process pnor to its release on the international market 
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themselves physically incompatible w~h all bar one type of 
machine. Nintendo has always favoured security chips, fitted to 
the cartridge, which communicate with a similar chip in the 
console using 4 pins on the connector. If the codes sent by the 
cartridge chip match those in the console's chip, then the game is 
allowed to run. Nintendo has used this simple expedient in all its 
consoles, from the NES to the N64, with the notable exception of 
the Gameboy. The option of hardware lockout is not available, 
however, to CD-based consoles, and so they are forced to utilise 
software on~ solutions in which the game checks the speed or 
country code of the machine it is running on - a system that 
Nintendo has recently taken up as another line of defence against 
piracy. For the PlayStation, Sony implemented the same system in 
reverse; the boot ROM in the console checks a code written on 
the disc and refuses to proceed if the code doesn't match. 

The companies involved in the practice argue that lockout 
systems protect consumers from faulty games and pirates. Many 
videogamers, particularly the more dedicated members of the 
fraternity, see territorial lockouts as an infringement of their right to 
buy and play import titles - whether their motivation is to get the 
newest games before everybody else, or to play ones that may 
never be released in their own country (a particular issue in the 
UK, which has missed out on dassics induding Square's Final 
Fantasy 11/ and Chrono Trigger). Or they may be exercising their 
desire to play games at the speed the designers intended. without 
ug~ borders. Needless to say, this created a market for third party 
devices - following a precedent set by the infamous $NES 
Universal Adapters - that override the lockout. Owners of CD
based consoles are not so easily mollified, as their machines 
require internal modifications in order to beat the protedion. 

When a PlayStation's boot ROM reads the country code data, it 
switches the console into the correct mode to run the game; the 
display on a 50Hz PlayStation flickers when it is first turned on 
because the machine adually starts in 60Hz mode. Assuming it 
finds the corred country code data, the PAL ROM switches it 
down to 50Hz. Therefore games never glitch or crash due to 
incompatibilities, but always run at the expected speed. This 
allowed Sony, upon releasing the Yaroze, to remove the lockout 
system, allowing owners to play games from all territories, without 
fear of encountering technical problems. 

Even the PC is not immune to difficulties arising from the 
multinational nature of the market. Most of these are genuine 
technical glitches, as opposed to deliberate corporate measures: 
games designed for versions of Windows that use double-byte 
charaders, typically those in the Orient, may not function correctly 
on Westem systems. While these problems are rare at the 
moment - mainly due to the lack of mainstream PC development 
in Japan - they will undoubtedly become more common as more 
companies initiate development on the PC platform. 

The future of territorial lockout is uncertain. In the short term, 
no one is in any doubt that it will be an 'undocumented feature' 
in the next generation of consoles. But what then? By the time 
that generation's successors arrive there may well be at least the 
beginnings of a universal TV standard, removing the last technical 
barrier to world unification> of the games market. The economic 
and marketing barriers will still exist, but if Intemet commerce 
fulfils the potential for 'games on demand', even these may be 
eroded. On the other hand, some parties, such the Hollywood 
film industry (currently standing by the territorial lockout on DVD 
discs) may have sufficient muscle to ensure that each £ country stays in its own neatly-demarcated box. 

Japanese software may 
be incomprehensible to 
the lingUistically 
challenged (top), but 
unmodified consoles 
won't run it (above) 
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